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This is the big one, the alumni celebration that concludes Lawrence's
1996-97 celebration of its 150th anniversary. All alumni are invited and
encouraged to join the festivities .
Special reunions are being planned for:

All Conservatory alumni
All Milwaukee-Downer alumnae

Tenth Reunion :
Lawrence Class of 1987
Twentieth Reunion:
Lawrence Classes of 1976, 1977, 1978
Twenty-fifth Reunion:
Lawrence Class of 1972
Fortieth Reunions:
Lawrence and Milwaukee-Downer Classes of 1957

Forty-fifth Reunions:
Lawrence and Milwaukee-Downer Classes of 1951, 1952, 1953

Fiftieth Reunions:
Lawrence and Milwaukee-Downer Classes of 1947
Fifty-fifth Reunions:
Lawrence and Milwaukee-Downer Classes of 1942
Sixtieth Reunions:
Lawrence and Milwaukee-Downer Classes of 1937

Sixty-fifth Reunions :
Lawrence and Milwaukee-Downer Classes of 1932

Seventieth Reunions:
Lawrence and Milwaukee-Downer Classes of 1927
Alumni awards celebrating individual achievements and service to the
college will be presented at a Reunion Convocation on Saturday, June
21, along with the first presentation of the new George Walter Award
fo r Service to Society.
Registration materials will be sent to all alumni in early April.
For updates and further information, cal l the Sesquicentennial Hotline
(800-283-8320, ext. 6549) during regular business hours, Monday-Friday.
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It was with great interest that I read
"Milwaukee-Downer College and
the Paradox of Early Women's
Education" in the Fall 1996 issue,
[which] states that President John B.
Johnson "actively promoted the idea
that women could pur ue career ."
My memory of President Johnson is
that he promoted concepts of critical thinking but not those of women 's equality in the work world. I
h ave a vivid memory of a speech he
gave in which he said that it would
be our role to stand behind a man
and his career. Faculty members
such as W alter Peterson (history)
and Ella H an awalt (psychology ) h ad
much more equitable views of our
roles and future careers.
Lisa Freund Avedon, M-D '55

Tor onto , Ontario, Canada

I would like to comment that one
reason given at Milwaukee-Down er
College for educating women was
that they are the ones who educate
the children. And I must say that I
h ave been very impressed with the
accomplishments of my fellow MDC
graduates' children when I h ave
returned for reunions. It was stressed
when I was a studen t there and still
h olds true today: many women are
capable h omemakers and provide
the e entials, but that college education adds another dimension to
the lives of all they touch.
Sara Sue Son Esser, M-D '46

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Hammer, '50, but how could [the
article on buildings and those they
"The Attic," an article in our Fall
are named for] ign ore H arper H all,
'96 issue, included a photograph of a
F. Theodore C loak Experimental
purple Milwaukee-Downer blazer,
Theatre, and Helen Stansbury
about which it said, "little else is
Theatre? They were all standing the
known." Here's some more of the
last time I worked in them
story. - Ed.
in 1990. I will guess that
Dorothy Mintzlaff was
Lawrence
the sites referred to [in the
T 0
Il A \
Fourth Hat Girl of the C lass
article] are all buildings and
of '53 . She is a terrific
not broom closets and "we
example of a Downer Girl. I
had to draw the line somedon't know where sh e is.
where." H arper, Cloak, and
The Time and Traditions
Stansbu ry still ring my
publication i most interestmemory bells, and I use this
ing, paralleling Milwaukeesubterfuge to see their
Downer and Lawrence hisunforgettable n ames in print.
tory. Although I greatly miss my
I was gladden ed to see
college, Lawrence h as been sensitive
Marguerite Schumann, '44, mento our Downer heritage .
tioned, if only in connection with
Betty Heistad Barrett , M-D '55
a costume that I recall h er saying
Huntington , West Virginia
was too small for her to button it
properly on her more than ample
s
frame. Hey, if Max ie (R.I.P. in that
T o all who put together Time and
great kennel in the sky ) made it,
Traditions, congratulations; it is a
include Schuie, who fed, phosuperb summary of my years (1 939tographed, and nurtured all43) and the befores and afters.
humans and animals alike-from
Lawrence has truly remained a
1940 to 1963, when sh e moved to
sch ool to be proud of. My time
Duke to serve Douglas Knight.
there was an astonishment to me. I
Don E . ]ones, '50
h ad no conception that I could do
the things I was encouraged to tryand succeeded in. Professors like
Anne Jones and Dr. Darling-their
voices are with me now, and the
fri ends I h ave loved are in my
mind's eye and in my h eart.

Barbara Thompson Turley, '43
Wheaton, Illinois

I never miss th e obituary column, so
I wonder h ow I missed the death of
the Lawrence theatre department.
Ted C loak's name slipped in [to the
Fall '96 iss ue] thanks to John

Safety Harbor, Florida

Lawrence Today welcomes letters

from readers . Correspondence should
be mailed with your name, address,
and daytime telephone number to:
Editor , Lawrence T oday, Office of
Public Affairs, Lawrence University,
Appleton , WI 54912-0599. You can
fax letters to 414-832-6783 or send
e-mail to gordon.e.brown@lawrence.edu.

Lawrence Establishing
China Internships
Qualified Lawrence students soon will be able to
pend eight weeks immersed in China' corporate
and professional community.
A new program, "Building Bridges Through
Practical Chinese," will be launched in July, with
the support of a $185,000
grant from the National
Security Education Program
(NSEP). Lawrence was one of
only seven institutions-and
the only liberal arts collegeto be awarded an NSEP grant
from among 120 proposals in
1996.
In the next two years,
twenty-five students who have
had previous study experience in China will be selected
for the program from Lawrence, as well as from Carleton,
Bryn Mawr, Swarthmore, and Whitman Colleges, which
together make up the Associated China Program (ACP).
These students will participate in internship programs
established by U.S. companies that have operations in
China. With an emphasis on the interdisciplinary complexities necessary to operate in China, the Building
Bridges program will attempt to establish relationships
both locally and abroad between the academic and business communities.
The Building Bridges initiative, one of only a handful
of college or university-directed business internship programs with China, is believed to be the first of its kind
designed exclusively for liberal arts college tudents.
Prior to leaving on their internships, the ten students
selected for this year's program will participate in a twoweek workshop on the Lawrence campus in June. Directed
by LU East Asian Languages and Cultures department

Professors Doeringer, Yang, and Sung

professors Jane Parish Yang, Frank
Doeringer, and Kuo-ming Sung,
the workshop will provide additional preparation in reading
strategies, cultural studies, and
communicative skills.
A 1992 report, "In the International Interest: The
Contributions and Needs of Anierica's International
Liberal Arts Colleges," said that, although fifty-three of
the nation's premier liberal arts colleges (including
Lawrence) produced only two percent of the nation's college graduates between 1946 and 1976, those graduates
accounted for 9.4 percent of the country's foreign service
officers and 10.4 percent of U.S. ambassadors serving as of
1990.
"Lawrence and the other schools in the ACP have a
proven record of educating students who assume leadership positions in the marketplace and government service," said Yang, assistant professor of East Asian languages and cultures, who will oversee the program. "We
are extremely excited about the ability of the colleges that
will be involved in the Building Bridges program to educate students and help them become the type of leaders
who will have a profound effect on our country's ability to
serve as a diplomatic and economic world leader."

Lawrentian's lullaby
acce ted
ublication
"To My Little Baby Dear," an original composition by Jeremy H anson,
'97, of Stewartville, Minnesota, h as
been released by music publi h er
Boosey and Hawkes in its famed
Doreen Rao series for children's
choirs.
Hanson, who comp leted graduation requirements at the end of the
fall term, wrote the composition a
a gift for his nephew, who was born
in September 1994. The lyric were
taken from the poem "Good Night"
by English poet Jan e T aylor. The
piece i scored for unison treble
voices and piano.
Professor Richard Bjella, director of choral studies at Lawrence,

LU education rated
,

v

In its tenth annual report on
"America's Best Colleges," U.S.
N ews and W orld Report identifies
and ranks the nation's colleges in a
variety of categories , including a list
of those that it considers the best
value for the money. In that category, Lawrence University is ranked
third among nation al liberal arts
colleges in terms of the cost to the
average student and th e quality of
the education provided. W abash
and Grinnell Colleges are first and
second, respective ly.
This is the third consecutive
year that Lawrence has been ranked
among the top fo urteen in th e
nation al best value category.
Lawrence is th e only W isconsin
college among the top th irty.

Steven A. Blodgett
became director of
public affair at
Lawrence University
in January.
A ssociated with the
C ouncil for
International Exchange of Scholars
in W ashington, D.C. , since 1986,
h e served there as area chief for the
W estern Europe Fulbright scholar
programs and most recently as director of recruitment and liaison .
Blodgett received undergraduate
and master's degrees fro m Central
Michigan University and holds the

called it "quite a coup" for H anson's
lullaby to be publish ed.
"It's most unusual for someone
to be published on the first attempt,
especially by such a prominent firm
as Boosey and Hawkes," Bj ella said.
"T h e Doreen Rao series is the most
prestigious portion of their choral
music series , and to be included
there is something special. It's a
terrific piece, and I'm very h appy
for him."

doctorate in political science from
Kent State Univers ity. H e h as
taught political scien ce and public
affairs at Kent State, G eorge Mason
University, and The American
University, where h e also served as
an academic director of the Foreign
Policy Semester of the W ashington
Semester Program (to which
Lawrence ends students).
A s director of public affairs, h e is
responsible for Lawren ce's programs
in news and public information,
publications and periodicals, public
events, advertising and promotion ,
and special events.

Two items of interest recently added to the Lawrence
U niversity site on the W orld Wide Web are the 1997 Bjorklunden summer
seminars and Bearers of Meaning, the complete catalog of the Ottilia Buerger
Collection of Ancient and Byzantine Coins. Both can be accessed from the
first page of the Lawrence site: http://www.lawrence.edu.
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w students, new
As this year's sesqu icentennial celebration reminds us, Lawrence
University was chartered on
January 15, 184 7, and began its
fir t clas es in November 1849,
with thirty-five students and a faculty of five.
In September 1996, 364 new
students entered Lawrence, to be
taught by a faculty of nearly 150,
including twenty new professors.
Steven Syverson, dean of
admissions and financial aid, noted
that almost half (forty-six percent)
of the C lass of 2000 ranked in the
top ten percent of their high
chool classes, including thirty-

seven who were valedictorians
(more than double last year's total
of eighteen). Their average cumulative grade point was 3.56, up
slightly from last year.
Geographically, the new students come from twenty-nine
states and twenty countries; in
total, Lawrence's student body of
1,240 represents forty-three states
and thirty-seven countries.
Francoph one African literature, nuclear physics, Renaissance
poetry, and multicultural education are among the research and
teaching interests of the newest
faculty members.

An occasional feature reporting
on the continuing professional
activities of retired members of the
faculty.
Ronald W. Tank, professor of geology emeritus, who retired in 1991, is
serving his second to ur as a visiting
professor in the University of
Pittsburgh's Semester at Sea program, which is a one hundred-day
voyage around the world. While
much of the teaching is done on the
ship, which departed in January,
field trips are also conducted in such
locales as Japan, C hina, T aiwan ,
Malaysia, India, Kenya, South
Africa, Brazil, and Venezuela.
Since retirement, T ank also has
taught in Elderhostel programs in
the Sea Islands of Georgia, the
Baraboo Hills of Wisconsin, and
Anchorage, Alaska. As a volunteer
instructor for the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA), he

Ron Tank is shown here on a volcanic eruption in Hawaii .

has helped with the Northridge,
California, earthquake; the midwest
floods of 1993; a recent tornado in
Michigan; and hurrican es in Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands.
He has also lectured on board
luxury cruise ships in the Amazon,
the Caribbean, Panama Canal, and
Alaska's inside passage.
BRIEFLY John Koopman, professor of music emeritus, is writing a

regular column for the English magazine, The Singer . Titled "Unsung
Songs," each installment details a
particularly interesting, yet sad ly
underperformed, song .. .. Gervais
E. Reed, professor of French emeritus, has been selected for inclusion
in the fourth edition of Who 's Who
Among America's Teachers.

Lawrence University in 1996 received corporate and government grant to assist and advance scientific endeavors
directed by the following fac ulty members:
• Jeffrey A. Collett, assistant professor
of physics, a $36, 150 Cottre ll College
Science Award from the Research Corporation of Tucson, Arizona, and a
$5,000 grant from the Exxon Education Foundation to support his research
and work with students on the phase transitions of liquid crystalline materials commonly used in watches, calculators, and laptop computer displays.
Collett's research focuses on continuous changes in the structure of liquid
crystals at varying temperatures. Liquid crystals h ave unique "orderings" of
molecules not found in normal liquids such as water or in crystalline solids
such as ice.

PHYSICS

• Karen S. Harpp, assi rant profe sor of chemistry,
CHEMISTRY
a $183,000 grant from th e National Science
Foundation's Academic Research Infrastructure Program, to purchase an
inductively coupled plasma-rna s pectrometer. Originally developed for
water analysis and for use in agricultural laboratories for monitoring levels of
metals in food, the ICP-MS, an instrument that only a very few small colleges
own, can determine within seconds the individual components of any liquid.
As an advanced research tool for Lawrence faculty members and their students in chemistry, geology, and biology, the ICP-MS represents the cutting
edge of n ew analytical methods.

In October, celebration of the Lawrence
sesquicentennial began at the beginning,
with a tribute to the Rev. William
Harkness Sampson, first head of the
institution (with the title "principal") .
On Saturday morning of Homecoming

Weekend , members of the Lawrence

MATHEMATICS

•

Thomas L. Naps, assoc iate professor
of mathematics, a $60,000 grant from
the National Science Foundation Instructional Laboratory
Improvement Program to enhance Professor Naps' ability to
teach algorithms in his computer science courses by integrating algorithm visualizations acquired off the World
Wide Web. The funding will support acquisition of computer stations for students as well as a powerful web server.

community gathered at Sampson's grave
in Riverside Cemetery to dedicate this

bronze plaque newly affixed to the grave
marker: The Rev. William H .
Sampson/Founder and
Principal/Lawrence University/Born
1808, Died 189 2/Presented October 12 ,

• Nancy A. Wall, assistant professor of biology, an
BIOLOGY
$80,000 grant from the NSF Academic Research
Infrastructure Program to support an advanced computer imaging system in
the biology and geology department . The system includes scanning equipment and a digital camera that can be attach ed to eith er of two new microscopes to send digitized images to a computer for analysis. As part of the grant,
Lawrence also received considerable computer software from the National
Institutes of Health that will be used in conjunction with the imaging equipment to analyze and quantify data.

1996 , to celebrate the Lawrence
University Sesquicentennial. Participants
in the ceremony then moved to the nearby grave of Samuel G. Plantz, president
from 1894 to 19 24, where they placed a
floral tribute.

Surely the Council and House of Representatives of the Territory of Wisconsin could
have picked a month other than ] anuary in which to pass an act of incorporation for the
new Lawrence Institute. May would have been nice, or June or September-but no, for
whatever reasons, the territorial legislature did the historic deed on ] anuary 15, 184 7,
ever thereafter causing Lawrence University to celebrate its birthdays in the snow.

s

tanding outside Main
Hall on the evening of
January
10,
1997 ,
President Richard W arch and a sizable audience probably wished Wisconsin's early legislators
h ad waited a few months, but they were n oneth eless
enthusiastic about the occasion and about the festivities
to follow (comfortably indoors at th e Buchanan-Kiewit
Recreation Center), as the C lass of 1997 welcomed the
campus community to a sesquicentennial birthday party
five days before th e 150th birthday and one hundred days
before their coming commencement.
From the steps of Main H all, President W arch read portions of a proclamation signed by Wisconsin Governor
T ommy G. Thompson , designating January 15 as Lawre nce
U niversity Sesquicentennial Day. On Tuesday, January 14,

the governor would read that
proclamation again from the
stage of Lawrence M emorial
Chapel-but more abo ut th at
later. Back on Friday night, as the Main Hall bell rang onehundred-fifty times, members of the student body, faculty,
and administration walked briskly to Buchan an-Kiewit,
passing enroute an ice sculpture in the sh ape of the sesquicentennial logo (there are some advantages to a January
birthday; the ice sculpture survived unmelted in its n atural
environment) .
Inside, members of the senior class h ad organized a
sesquicentennial celebration that had all the requisite
activities of a birthday party: a toast (non-alcoholic), a lot
of balloons (dropped from the gymnasium ceiling), brief
remarks from the president (including the reading of greet-

We raise our glasses and offer our gratitude to those who
established and nurtured this college in its earliest years,
to those who sustained and developed the college over
the course of a century and a half, to those who have
taught and learned here, to those who have carried
Lawrence's name and influence with them in their pro,
fessional and personal lives, indeed to all who have
claimed Lawrence as alma mater and who h ave cared
and still care for this very special place.
We remember our past with gratitude, we celebrate
our present with enthusiasm, we anticipate our future
with confidence.

ings from four living ex,presidents), and a birthday cake.
About that cake: Lucy Putnam, a baker in the
Lawrence food service, spent four and a half days creating
the quintessential sesquicentennial confection: fifteen lay,
ers high (each layer sixteen inches in circumference), held
together with fifty,five wooden dowels, and standing nine
feet tall. Weighing nearly two hundred pounds, the LU
birthday cake required sixty,five pounds of cake mix, eight
dozen eggs, forty,eight pounds of powdered sugar, fourteen
pounds of butter, and sixty,five and a half pounds of frost,
ing. President Warch cut the first piece (which was served
to Miriam Duncan, professor of music emerita) with a
sword, and then senior class officers Anne Jackelen, presi,
dent; Benjamin Campbell, vice president; Paul Nickel,
class agent; and Alice Randolph, class secretary, each had
a chance to "wield the saber at the cake," as President
Warch described the activity.
Music by the Lawrence University Jazz Quartet and
Brass Quintet; singing of the sesquicentennial anthem (see
page 12); and the premiere of "A Scrapbook of Student

Life at Lawrence," a video production by Jon C. and Ann
Leverenz Keckonen, both '64, also enlivened the evening.
On the following Tuesday, now one day before
the official January 15 anniversary, Lawrence welcomed
Governor Thompson to speak at a special sesquicenten,
nial convocation.
Noting that Wisconsin will celebrate its sesquicenten,
nial in 1998, the governor declared, "Both Wisconsin and
Lawrence University have successfully dealt with the chat,
lenges of the past century and a half. Both have estab,
lished themselves as national leaders. Wisconsin has led
the nation with our progressive solutions to the problems
that have confronted us. Lawrence University is renowned
for its similar approach to academic problems: encouraging
creative discussions to arrive at answers to important
questions."
In celebration of what he called "this wonderful oppor,
tunity called Lawrence," the governor concluded his
remarks by reading his proclamation of Lawrence
University Sesquicentennial Day. GEB
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Conservatory Forum:
Shirley Emmons

2

Opening Reception
(Outagamie County
Museum) for the exhibition
"Each and All: Lawrence
University and the
Coeducation
Experiment"

1

Concert Choir: Music of
Johannes Brahms (1833~1897),
Richard Westenburg, C '54,
guest conductor

7

New York Regional Celebration
(Cyber Cafe): Sesquicentennial
Internet Event

3

Artist Series:
Anonymous 4, medieval
chant

8

Lawrence Symphony Orchestra
Concert

3

1

Jazz Series: Christian McBride,
bassist

Milwaukee Downer
College ~ Lawrence
University Women's
Education Symposium

1

Choral/Orchestra
Concert: Verdi's Requium

2

Conservatory Forum: Rodney
Rogers, former faculty member

2

Sesquicentennial Saxophone
Recital featuring a new work by
Rodney Rogers, Lawrence
Saxophone Studio

2

Honors Convocation: Maya
Angelou, Litt.D. '76

3

Wriston Art Center Gallery:
Class of 1997 Senior Exhibition
(through August 2)

St. Louis Regional Celebration
(St. Louis Art Museum): art
tour, dinner, and program
Colorado Regional Celebration
(Mollie Brown Mansion):
reception and program

1

Wriston Art Center Gallery:
Works from Alumni Art
Collections (through May 18)

1

Artist Series: Borodin Quartet

2
2
2
2
2

Lawrence Opera Theatre: La
Cenerentola (Cinderella) by
Rossini

3

Jazz Series: Mingus Big Band
Vocal Master Class: Shirley
Emmons, C '44
Lawrence Sesquicentennial
greeting scheduled on ABC's
"Good Morning, America"

J
1

Lawrence Symphony Orchestra:
Commencement Concert

2

College
All~Alumnae Luncheon
(Milwaukee Athletic Club)

2
2

Reunion Weekend in the
Sesquicentennial Year

Milwaukee~Downer

Sesquicentennial Hotline, 800~ 283 ~83 20, ext. 6549, during regu lar
business hours, Monday through Friday
Sesquicentennial Online, go to http://www.lawrence.edu and then click on
the word Sesquicentennial

Sesquicentennial special events in
Lawrence alumni club regions began in
November. In Boston (top photo) ,
Sus an Stillman Kane, '72 (right) , talks
with Betty Breunig, wife of Professor
Emeritus Charles Breunig, who spoke
that evening on the his tory of the
Lawrence family in Massachusetts .
Prof. Breunig is author of the Lawrence
University history , A Great and Good
Work. In Washington, where the event
took the form of a concert by baritone
Dale L. Duesing, '67, the center photo
shows three Lawrence trustees in con~
versation: (from left) Harold E.
Jordan, '72 , Margaret Carroll, '61 ,
and Cynthia Moeller Stiehl , '89. In the
lower photo, Dale Duesing (center)
chats with Phyllis Peter~Mallard, '73 ,
and her husband , Stephen W. Mallard.

-

Making a Difference Where We Live
By Kristen Olson Lahner, '73

In keeping with the sesquicentennial theme, "150 Years of Making a Difference," on October 26, the Lawrence University
Alumni Association sponsored its second National Service Day, with its own related theme: "Making a Difference Where
We Live."
More than 15 0 alumni, students, and other friends of Lawrence in twelve cities took part in a wide variety of local
volunteer projects, including: Helping a nonprofit zoo in Colorado get ready for the holidays. Spearheading an alumni blood
drive in San Francisco. Painting park benches in New York's Central Park. Helping senior citizens in Milwaukee and
Minneapolis prepare their homes and yards for winter. Organizing the Big Brothers of King County's annual Adopt~ A~
Family program in Seattle. Clearing a vegetable garden at a public housing unit in Washington, D.C. Sowing seeds for
Garden Harvest, Inc., in Baltimore. Doing painting and clean~up work for Neighborhood Housing Services of Chicago.
Assisting with bike~trail maintenance at a park in Madison. Working on a fall clean~ up project at a residential treatment
center for adolescent girls in Boston. And, in the Fox Valley and in Minneapolis, pitching in on renovation and home~
building projects with Habitat for Humanity. Here's a first~person account of the latter:

W

hen I woke up on that cold, gray morning, I
heard rain and wind outside my window. I joked
with my husband, Ron, '73, that the problem with volunteer work is that you actually have to do it, not just talk
about it.
As I was getting ready to head to North Minneapolis
for a day of work at a Habitat for Humanity site, I was
energized by the thought that all over the nation there
were other Lawrentians doing the same thing. They, too,
were giving up a Saturday of leisure, or shuttling children
to sports events, or raking those final leaves, or even completing projects in their own homes to participate in some
way to improve the world.
Our local alumni had been divided between two work
sites. As I drove from my snug harbor of a town toward
the north side of Minneapolis (an area of high crime), I
felt some apprehension about the site to which Ron and I
had been assigned. Were we endangering ourselves by
working in this terribly unsafe area? Who else would be
there to share the load?
My fears were dispelled instantly upon arrival. Tony,
our crew leader from the local Habitat organization, was
relaxed and unconcerned about leading a group of construction neophytes in a day of work. Other Lawrentians,
in all age categories, arrived to work on the project, which
was the remodeling of what had been a derelict house.
The mood was upbeat and can-do.

As our group assembled for Tony's instructions, three
Russian immigrants arrived, ready to work side-by-side
with the Lawrence group. Two of the three, a husband
and wife, were the future occupants of the house (with
their three children). Two of the Russians did not speak
English, but Tanya, the wife, spoke some and served as
interpreter. Where dialogue wasn't possible, charades
came in handy, to the delight of both the Lawrentians
and the Russians. Working together proved to be a terrific
experience.
And work together we did! I remember achieving
unbelievable things. I actually sheet~rocked a kitchen ceil~
ing with my able partner, Steve Albrecht, '86. Ron, who
had worked with a sod crew one college summer, led a
group in laying sod on the property. Others painted trim,
caulked windows, and built gutters and downspouts. In a
few short hours we had done much to complete the house.
Although I probably won't have any further contact
with the Russian family, I will hold them in my heart for
years to come. I hope they will remember the caring and
love demonstrated by Lawrence alumni on National
Service Day '96. Their grateful smiles at the end of the
day make me believe they will.

Kristen Lahner is a member of the board of directors of
the Lawrence University Alumni Association, as is Steve
Albrecht.

'Come, Let Us Sing Together':
Sch ol s g at L wr
e
pa t a d pres )n
By Eunice Schroeder, Assistant Professor and Music Librarian

Old Lawrence is a jolly home
We love still where' er we roam.
The very song we used to sing
'Mid memory's echoes long shall ring.

T

hese words are from "Litoria," the most popular
Lawrence song in the history of the university.
They were sung by generations of Lawrentians
from sometime in the second h alf of the nineteenth cen~
tury up to the 1950s, when the rich tradition of Lawrence
school song n early died out. Up to that time singing col~
lege songs, often while gathered around a piano after din~
n er in the dorm, was a normal part of student life.
"Community singing, " according to Lawrence archivist
Carol Butts, '49, "was just something that was done. This
was pre~TV. A piano was considered a necessity in the
dormitory lounges."
There were serious songs, humorous songs, and fight
songs . The oldest songs were those of the literary
societies, which flourished at Lawrence beginning in
the 1850s. These groups, whose membership eventually
included most Lawrence students, met weekly and were
the center of campus social life. Each had its own meeting
room equipped with a piano. Group singing was a favorite
activity.
The songs of the Philalathean Society go back to the
1860s and were collected in a soc iety songbook dating
from the 1890s. Like those of the oth er societies and
many other Lawrence songs through the 1920s, they
were popular songs of the day set to new texts written by
students. Many were C ivil War songs whose military
language was often retained, with Lawrentians fighting
not for the Blue or Gray but fo r truth, the enemies being
error and ignorance. The Philalathean "Rallying Song"
was sung to the tune of "The Battle Cry of Freedom":

Yes, we' ll rally 'round the blue flag , we'll rally once again ,
Shouting "The love ofTruth forever ,"
And to sweep away each error, we' ll fight with might and main,
Shouting "The love ofTruth forever ."
To the tune of "Bonny Blue Flag" members of the
Lawrean Society sang:

Oh! yes I am a Lawrean true
And proud to own the name,
And boast of it with hones t pride ,
For it's the badge of fame.
Hurrah! Hurrah! for Lawrean tried and true,
Three cheers for the Lawrean cause
And for old Lawrence too.
In 1908 William Harper, director of the conservatory
from 1908 to 1913, compiled the Lawrence College Song
Book, which sold at Conkey's for twenty~fi ve cents and
quickly became popular on campus. Published h ere for the
first time was Lawrence's alma mater, "H ail to Our Alma
Mater," with words by Minna Isabel Rogers Winslow,
C lass of 1878, the first woman to serve as Appleton's
superintendent of schools, and music by Louis R. Dressler,
a musician H arper h ad known in New York C ity before
coming to Lawrence. Another song th at first appeared in
the Harper songbook was "Lawrence Is Our Dear Old
Home," also known as "O'er the Fox," an adaptation of
the beautiful and sentimental pre~Civil War song "When

Minna Isabel Rogers Winslow, Class of 1878

I Saw Sweet Nelly
Home." "O'er the Fox"
had a long life on campus; Carol Butts remembers singing it as a Lawrentian in the 1940s, and her
father, '18, sang it before her. It was reprinted as late as
1951 in the last Lawrence songbook, Viking Songs.
Another song from the Harper songbook, to the tune
of "Believe Me If All Those Endearing Young Charms,"
was "Dear Lawrence," which was in turn adapted as "Fair
Lawrence" and sung at a concert celebrating the 75th
anniversary of the sch ool on June 5, 1922:

Fair Lawrence return we once more to thy arms,
For this is thy Jubilee year ...
Lawrentians of the 1920s loved to sing and, to judge
from their songs, were not lacking in school spirit and college humor. Published in Lawrence Songs, which dates
from the mid-1920s, were such old favorites as "Litoria"
(which had first appeared in the society songbooks), the
alma mater, and "O'er the Fox," as well as eighteen new
songs whose texts were written mostly by students. One of
these attests to the popularity of Olin Mead, C lass of 1890,
registrar from 1904 to 1934, and Samuel Plantz, C lass of
1880, president of the university from 1894 to 1924:

We find prevaricators in registration time,
They should have fifteen credits, and most of them have nine;
Adviser may not notice for he concentrates on speed,
You may get to the office but you can't fool Olie Mead .
We find prevaricators even in commencement time,
They've spent four years at Lawrence and they've handed quite
a line,
They haven't been exposed to Ethics from our friend Doc Sam,
At least they can't remember having taken the exam ...

Fight songs flourished from the 1920s through the '40s.
Ten of the eighteen new songs in Lawrence Songs were
intended to cheer the athletic teams on to victory. When
the name Vikings was officially adopted in 192 7, a march
and two-step called "The Viking Song" was written by
Fred Trezise, a professor of mathematics and engineering,
and LaVahn Maesch, '26, a music professor and later dean
of the conservatory (1954-70). Published as sheet music
with a blue cover and a drawing of a Viking ship, it was
the most popular fight song of the 1930s. In the fo llowing
decade the song Lawrence students "sang faithfully at
every game," according to Carol Butts, was "Go,
Lawrence, Go," written for the school in 1940 by Fred
Waring, the well-known conductor, songwriter, and radio
performer.

T

here would be no new Lawrence songs for the
next half century. The last Lawrence songbook
published was Viking Songs, compiled in 1951.
Unlike Lawrence Songs from the 1920s, which contained a
profusion of new school songs written by students, Viking
Songs reprinted a few favorites of the past but added nothing new. The appearance here of "Litoria," "O'er the Fox,"
"Hail to Our Alma Mater," "The Viking Song," and "Go,
Lawrence, Go" recalled a tradition of nearly one hundred
years of Lawrence school song and marked the end of an
era. From the 1950s on, the only remnant of the tradition
was the singing of the alma mater at matriculation and
honors convocations, reunion weekend, and graduation.
When Milwaukee-Downer College merged with
Lawrence in 1964, the Lawrence Alumnus announced
a contest for a new alma mater, with three hundred
dollars to be awarded for the best submission. A song of
"simplicity, vitality, and directness" that would "reflect the
sp irit of the institution" was sought, but none was forthcoming and nothing further was heard about the contest.
The spirit of community singing had not died com-

pletely at Lawrence, however. Celebration of the sesquicentennial h as provided the impetus to create a new
school song that wo uld recall the traditions of the past in a
musical and literary style that would appeal to the present.
To that end, Patrice Michaels Bedi, assistant professor of
music, organized a small committee of faculty members
during Spring Term 1996. By the end of its first meeting
the committee h ad chosen a melody and a poet, both suggested by Associate Professor George Damp. The melody
would be the majestic central theme of "Jupiter" from
Gustav Holst's orchestral suite The Planets, written in
1916. The poet to be commissioned would be Carl P. Daw,
Jr., a Ph.D. in English literature from Stanford University,
executive director of the Hymn Society of the United
States and Canada, ordained Episcopal clergyman, and
professor of theology at Boston University.
The new sesquicentennial anthem, "In the Quest for
Understanding," was first sung publicly at the 1996 matriculation convocation and was sung again at the all-campus
sesquicentennial party on January 10 and at a
Sesquicentennial Gala Concert on January 24. To Holst's
beautiful melody, noble and solemn but also celebratory,

members of the campus community sang of the Lawrence
sp irit, the insp irations of the past, and the challenges of
the futu re:

From the scholars past and present by whom our minds are
stirred;
From the artists who inspire us through beauties seen or heard;
From the labors of our founders, resolute and bravely wise;
From the shock of fresh tJerspectives that take us by surprise;
From the hope that understanding will help our world unite;
From our daily life at Lawrence: we gather light , more light.
"A community that raises its voice in singing unites in
common purpose," says George Damp. Lawrentians of the
past still speak to those of the present through their song.
As members of the Lawrean Society sang more than one
hundred years ago:

Come, let us sing together,
We'll sing a song of joy.

I
By Gordon Brown

Chronic underrepresentation of women in the science disciplines is a problem of national scope with
economic, political, social, and personal implications. Historically, America's culture of education, from
the grade-school arithmetic class to the university science lab, has been very good at sending girls and young
women unmistakable signals that females are not equal to males in the sciences. Untrue and unfortunate,
these messages still persist in too many quarters. Lawrence and its ilk-that is, liberal arts colleges rather
than large research universities-seem to be doing the best job of sending competent, qualified women
scientists to the graduate schools and the scientific professions. Here are some thoughts on why that is so.
all her Susan B. She's
a composite Lawrence
University woman
science student,
which mean that,
while she is fictitious,
everything we are
going to say about her
is true.
Susan B. came to Lawrence
because she wanted the close interaction with faculty members that a
small college provides. She already
had demonstrated interest and ability
in her scientific field of interest, in
an advanced high school program or
possibly a ummer internship. She's
likely to be a double major in two
sciences or in a science and another
liberal arts area, possibly music. She
truly enjoys the challenge and discovery of scientific inquiry, but she
doesn't "live in the lab"; she ha a
variety of other interests, ranging
from student publications to intramural athletics to volunteer community service. She works closely with
a faculty mentor on a project of her
own related to the professor's
research specialty, has worked as a

summer research assistant in close
collaboration with her professor, and
will be presenting her research findings in a professional setting, either
at an appropriate academic conference or as co-author of a scholarly
paper with her faculty sponsor. She
plans to attend graduate school in
her area of specialization and is
expecting to teach or do research or
both.
Susan B. is a very impressive person, and there are more of her all
the time. A recent national study
ranked Lawrence among the top one
hundred institutions by percentage
of women graduates earning degrees
in biology and in the top seven percent (number sixty-three) of all
four-year institutions (including
major research universities) as a baccalaureate-degree source of natural
science doctorates earned by
women.
Over the past five year , women
have received forty percent of the
natural-science and mathematics
degrees conferred by Lawrence.
Between seven and thirteen
Lawrence women go on to graduate

school in science fields immediately
following graduation each year.
Women comprise forty-one percent of the Lawrence graduates who
continue their educations in the
natural sciences.

What works for women
A science education at Lawrence
is a rigorous, active, research-rich
experience that places a high value
on independent competency but also
on collaboration (with both faculty
members and peers) and on styles of
cooperative learning.
At Lawrence, faculty members
do not teach students about science;
they teach science, and, in turn,
their students learn science by doing
sctence.
A science education at Lawrence
is a good experience for women
because, frankly, it is a good experience for all students. Still, some of
its characteristics make it especially

Top row: Beth DeStasio , '83 (biology), and Karen Harpp (chemistry); center,
Rebecca Whalen , '96, and Mary Blackwell (chemistry) continue their morethan-four-year collaboration; bottom row: Nancy Wall (biology) and Marcia
Bjornerud (geology)

helpful to women :
"At a big university," says
Associate Professor of C h emistry
Mary Blackwell, who did her undergraduate work at th e University of
Illinois, U rbana, "your main interaction is with your peers/fellow
students- and it's generally a sinkor-sw im, competitive, relationship.
"At Lawrence," Blackwell continues, "the principal interaction is
between the studen t and a mentoring faculty member-a learning
environmnent in which women
flourish ."

Beth DeStasio, '83, a si tan t professor of biology, says th at th ere is a
n on -competitive learning en vironment at Lawrence that permits individuals-women and men- to
develop strengths, to acquire and
practice skills, to gain confidence,
and to "learn wh at research is, right
from the beginning."
A word often heard in discuss ions
of science education at Lawrence is
nurturing, used in reference to a faculty- tudent relationship that is both
collaborative and supportive. A nd,
altho ugh there is no question th at
male science fac ulty members support and nurture their students, th e
presence of visible fema le facu lty
role models is key to th e deve lop-

ment of self-confiden t, capable
women science graduates.
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The hmm factor
O ne thing that was evident in
the women scientists interviewed for
this article-faculty members and
students both-is th at they all are
enj oying being where they are and
doing wh at they are doing. These
are people who smile when th ey say
the word laboratory.
N ancy W all, assistant profe sor
of biology, talks about th e joy inherent in "the experience of discovery:
an instant of revelation followed by
a cascade of questions. There are
always questions."
What the hands-on , research orien ted "doing" of science at
Lawren ce teach es studen ts, sh e says,
is "wh at science really is-a process,
n ot just a bunch of facts in a textbook."
W omen students, sh e adds, bring
much to this process: they listen
well, pay attention , think abo ut the
questions, and find more questions.
"W omen tend to approach problems on a more gradual slope than
men do," says Karen H arpp, assistant
profe sor of chem istry. "If a man
would dive into the middle of a problem and then sort his way out, a
woman migh t come at it a lit tle more
systematically.
"Wh at we want to see in science
students," H arpp adds, "is a systematic

approach bu t with imagin ation as
well-and you often find th at in both
men and women ."
Are there other differences in
learning styles between men and
women ? Perhaps.
Marcia Bj ornerud, associate professor of geology, suggests that th ere
were some fundamen tal assumptions
of tradition al, male-dominated science that women , n ow entering the
profession in greater n umbers, are
beginning to q uestion . O ne of th ese,
sh e says, is the tradition al assumption of evolution ary theory that says
that altruistic beh avior in n ature is
irrational and anti-survival. W omen
scientists, sh e says, tend to question
portrayals of n ature that mimic
power relationships and impose
human constructs on th e n atural
world.
In other eras, Bjornerud says, the
few women who succeeded in scien ce usually did so by accepting
male assumptions and beh aviors,
including an emphasis on competit iveness, and "doing scien ce the way
men did science."
T oday it is more widely accepted
th at male and female students bring
different strengths to th e classroom
and lab. Men , for example, tend to
fee l that they have to be in authority.
If a male student and a female student are both asked a question to
which th ey do not know the answer,
the man may try to bluff h is way out
of the situation ; the woman will
probably say sh e doesn 't know.
"W omen don 't fee l th at they
have to know the answer," Mary
Blackwell says. "W omen don't do
well wh en yo u h ave to be an auth ority and it is a disgrace to say yo u
don't know."
Still with us, even in th ese

slightly more enlightened times,
Blackwell says, is the so-called
"impostor complex," the deep-down
feeling that, despite your obvious
abilities and demonstrated accomplishments, you really are faking it,
that you are a fraud and should fear
being "found out."
"Too many young women," she
says, "do not realize that they have
to face down the demon that keeps
telling them they are inadequate."
Inadequate, in fact, is the last
thing they are. Let's meet some representative recent or current
Lawrence women science studentsthe real "Susan B's" of a rising generation of women scientists:
• Leta Steffen, '98, Des Moines,
Iowa, attended Central Academy, a
"pull-out" accelerated high school

program in the Des Moines public
schools, where she took advancedplacement courses in biology, chemistry, and physics. She also skipped
fifth- and sixth-grade mathematics
to do high school- level math in the
fifth grade. At Lawrence she is a
double major in biology and physics,
and takes physics, she says, to get at
the "practical side of math." When
college-hunting, she applied to
Carleton, Grinnell, and Lawrence
among other small liberal-arts colleges
and came to Lawrence after experiencing the physics department's Laser
Physics Weekend for prospective
students. She plans to pursue graduate study in genetic research/bio-

physics and would like to do
research in gene therapy.
Paula Gibson, '97, says it is hard
not to become interested in science
when you grow up in Rochester,
Minnesota, home of the Mayo
C linic. An eighth-grade science
project took her into a friend's laboratory at Mayo and thus changed
her life. A biology major with an
emphasis on chemistry, she also has
been active on campus in the
Downer Feminist Council, Mortar
Board, and other non-science activities. She plans to do graduate work,
but first she has applied to join th e
T each for America program immediately following graduation, hoping
to show younger students "how magical science can be." And then, she
says, "it'll be back to the lab."
Catherine Lephoto, '97, grew up
in Lesotho in southern Africa but
did h er final two years of high
school in New Mexico. On a vis it to
friends in Oshkosh, she heard of
Lawrence and included it on the list
of colleges to which she was applying, a list that also included larger
institutions such as Vanderbilt
University. Interested since high
school in biology and the life sciences, she entered Lawrence planning to become a doctor, and then
"I discovered research!" Today she is
in the application process for medical school, but after her good experiences in Lawrence labs, she plans
to enter a combined M.D./Ph.D.
program, hoping to become an "academic physician," one who both
does research and teaches medicine.
She h as been active in student life
issues at Lawrence, serving on task
forces on student development and
on advising. As a part of the ABC
(A Better Chance) program in

Appleton, she "parents" seven high
school boys. Of Lawrence she says,
"This was the best deal I could ever
have gotten. I would never have
been able to set foot in a lab as a
freshman at a larger school. "
Rebecca Whelan, from Hartland,
Wisconsin, who graduated in June
1996, is working in Appleton, taking
a "year off' before further study. At
Lawrence, she pursued a double
major in chemistry and English and
was ( 1) an h onors student in chemistry, working with Professor Mary
Blackwell, and (2) editor of Tropos,
the Lawrence literary magazine.
Having added the English major
because "I missed books and reading," she feels that each of her major
fields benefited from her exposure to
the other. In addition to working as
a research assistant in each of her
four college summers, she was president of Downer Feminist Council
and served as a laboratory assistant
and tutor.
Lawrence's record in science
education for women includes a
strong influence from the science
tradition at Milwaukee-Downer
College. Of many possible alumnae
in science, here are two fine examples from different eras:
• Mary Edmonds, M-D '43, is professor of biological sciences emerita
at the University of Pittsburgh,
wh ere for more than twenty years
she stood at the forefront of research
into the molecular biology of animal
cells. Her work on genetic code and
processing of genetic information
provided and inspired significant
breakthroughs in the understanding
of gene expression in the cells of
higher organisms. Her findings, such
as the discovery of RNA "branching" in the 1970s, helped to shape

is everywhere. Chemistry
moves fast, glows in the
dark, and makes loud noises. Or, at
least, it does when it's being introduced to an elementary-school audience by the sixteen Lawrence students who produce a piece of educational
performance art called "Chemistry: More Than Just Equations." Suggested
and abetted by Assistant Professor of Chemistry Karen S. H arpp, the program
uses slides, skits, sill iness, and the occasional explosion to capture the attention of its young aud iences from area schools.
Above, Brian Bartel, '97, and a volunteer from the aud ience add vinegar
to baking soda to produce carbon dioxide (meanwhile, oth er Lawrence students are doing the same demonstration in oth er parts of the audience, so
everyone gets a chance to see it close up). The inset photo shows the climactic moment of a reenactment of the last seconds of the Hindenberg that
shows why you should not use hydrogen as fuel for your dirigible.

the field of genetic engineering.
Carol Arnosti, '84, graduated
from Lawrence with an interdisciplinary major in the n atural sciences,
cum laude. Recipient of a Thomas J.
Watson fellowship to study the maritime history of northern Europe,
she was subsequently awarded a
Fulbright Fellowship to study organic
chemistry in Aachen, Germany.
After completing the Ph.D. in
oceanography at M.I.T., she did
postdoctoral work at the Max
Planck Institute for Marine
Microbiology and now teaches
marine sciences at the University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
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Taking steps for tomorrow
Lawrence's leadership position
in the education of women scientists will be enhanced by a recent
grant from a major U.S. foundation.
The Henry Luce Foundation
h as awarded Lawrence $104,000 to
create C lare Boothe Luce
Scholarships for undergraduate
women scientists. Beginning in the

Fall Term 1997, one of the college's
top women science students will
receive a merit scholarship that will
cover all her educational costs and
provide a stipend for summer
research. During the three-year
grant period, a total of three students will receive Luce
Scholarships.
Established in 1936 by Henry R.
Luce, co-founder and editor-in-chief
of Time, Inc., the foundation also
manages the Clare Boothe Luce
Program, created by bequest to
en courage and enable women of talent and amb ition to achieve their
potential in the sciences by providing fellowships, professorships, and
sch olarships for women scientists
and engineers in higher education.
C lare Booth Luce (1903-1987),
diplomat, politician, writer, playwright, feminist, and government
offici al, served in the H ouse of
Representatives (R-Connecticut)
from 1943-47 and was U.S. ambassador to Italy from 1953-57. H er
play, The Women, is still performed.
Later in life sh e was an active and
vocal supporter of the proposed
Equal Rights Amendment to the
Constitution.
The merit-based Clare Boothe
Luce Scholarships will be among
the mo t prestigiou at Lawrence,
says President Richard Warch, and
should provide an incentive for
women of ability to succeed in scientific fields at a critical stage of
their academic development.
For the sake of the Susan B's of
today and tomorrow, initiatives like
the Luce Scholarships make a good
start toward addressing the issues
related to women in science. More
and greater steps are still needed,
and, from the available evidence
and firsthand testimony, it is clear
that it will be Lawrence and institutions like it that will take them.
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By J. Michael Hittle, Dav id G. Ormsby Professor of History and Political Economy

Thucydides said , "His tory is philosophy teaching by examples. " Napoleon said, "History is the version of past events that
people have decided to agree upon. " Henry Ford said that history is bunk . For the faculty and students of the Lawrence
University history department , "doing history" is a process that deepens understanding of the present and points usefully
toward the future . Increasingly, the future to which those studies point is one of global scope and implication , which has
led to some thoughtfully conceived changes in the history curriculum. Herewith , Professor Hittle recounts some of the
recent history of history at Lawrence.
ook closely at the course
t itles in the history section
of the Lawrence catalog and
yo u will find lots of familiar offerings: colonial America, the era of
the N ew Deal, Europe in the Middle
Ages, the Reformation , the French
Revolution, and so forth. You also
will find some new offeringssome broadly global in scope, some
pointedly comparative, and some
thematic-and yo u will encounter
new requirements for graduation
with a major in history.
Some of these innovations simply
reflect the training and interests of
individual members of the fac ulty,
but the overall direction of ch ange

L

h as more consistency and purpose
than might init ially meet the eye.
Over the course of years, the department h as gradually and consciously
redefined its curriculum from one
cen tered on the United S tates and
W estern Europe to one that, while
it preserves its traditional core,
aspires as well to embrace truly
global h orizons.
The first steps in that direction
came in the 1960s and early '70s
with the addit ion of faculty positions
in Russian and East A sian h istory.
The dec ision to expand coverage to
those particular parts of the worldand not others- arose in large measure fro m what one might call "pre-

sentist" concerns, namely the desire
to afford our students historical perspectives on th e major players on th!=
other side of the Cold W ar. Yet, well
before the Cold W ar had come to its
sudden and dramatic conclusion, it
had become increasingly apparent
that a n ew global society was in the
making, a society sh aped not only by
the contest of the superpowers but
also by a whole host of other
phenomena: decolonization, international commerce and manufacture,
rapid communication , population
movements, etc.
It was a little more than a
decade ago, then, that members of
the history department first began to
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talk about how we might help to
prepare coming generations of
Lawrentians to be effective contribu~
tors to the global society in which
they were destined to live their lives.
How much more urgent the task
seems today, when we find ourselves
inextricably bound into a world com~
munity that is, at one and the same
time, drawn together by the forces of
communications and commerce and
rent asunder by the conflicts of reli~
giou , ethnic, and nationalistic par~
ticularisms-the Internet and the
multinational corporation on the
one hand, Bosnia and Rwanda on
the oth er.
The task of historical education
for a global era is truly daunting, in
both scale and concept. In trying to
deal with the challenges it poses, we
have eschewed what might be called
the world history approach-one that
treats geographic regions and civi~
lizations independently and in paral ~
lei. We have decided, instead, to
concentrate on those interactions
between and among societies that
have most significantly shaped the
contemporary world, and we have
sought to present those interactions
in a narrative form. In this fashion,
we have tried to maintain history's
time~ honored practice of telling a
story, though a far broader one than
previously has been standard fare in
America's colleges and universities.
Determining which interactions,
which global trends to weave into a
narrative and which to exclude is
not, of course, easy, and the narra~
tive that emerges is not always
smooth-or familiar. We are per~
suaded, however, that this approach
to global history-selective as it ismakes far more sense than efforts to
represent everything that happened

everywhere or to skip, hit and miss,
about the globe with no other aim
than demonstrating the variety of
human experience.
The global dimension that we
have settled upon can be seen, in the
first instance, in our introductory
sequence of courses, which we h ave
expanded from two terms to three.
The first term remains a survey, in
the traditional manner of "western
civilization" courses, of the ancient
and medieval worlds. The second
and third terms, however, quickly
take on a global dimension, as they
narrate the ever~expand ing and
intensifying interactions between
Europe and the rest of the world. By
placing our most "global" courses at
the beginning of the curriculum, we
have sought both to provide our stu~
dents with a broad framework for
their sub equent study of history and
to introduce them to the main forces
at work in the making of the con~
temporary world. And, because these
courses are at the introductory level,
it is within the capabilities of the
faculty-with some, but not exces~
sive, study of their own in new top ~
ics-to teach responsibly beyond
their individual specialties.
The global dimension is not,
however, restricted to the introduc~
tory sequence. It shows up elsewhere
in the curriculum in courses that are
expressly comparative, such as State
and Society in the Early Modern
World, in courses that deal with the
interactions of peoples within a
country-the history of colonial
America, after all, turns significantly
about the interactions of native
Americans, Europeans, and Africans;
in new emphases in old courses,
where, for example, the "barbarian"
invasions of Europe can be reexam~

ined in relation to the movement
of peoples, ideas, and material culture across the Eurasian continent;
and, finally, in more advanced
courses such as The Global
Century, which seeks to examine
the twentieth century from the
perspective of its close rather than
its beginning.
There are, of course, crucial areas
of the world not now represented
regularly in our curriculum, most
notably Africa (itself staggering!y
diverse) and Latin America, to name
just two vast regions that currently
lack coverage at the intermediate
level or above. We h ave been fortunate in recent years to have had
the services of three one-year
pre-doctoral fellows, who have
taught courses in Latin America
and the Caribbean , East Africa and
Islam, and Indian society and culture, respectively, but their contributions, however valuable, have been
nece sarily short-lived. The need to
provide continuing coverage of these
areas remains a vital concern.
Graduation requirements for history majors have also been altered to
reflect our concern for the global
dimension, while still holding to our
tradition of allowing broad student
choice. In add ition to taking at least
three courses within a given geographic or cultural tradition (so as to
explore continuity and change in a
single setting), students must also
se lect three courses from three different traditions, all of which must
have a common date, such as 1492,
or 1789, or 1945. In this way, students have the opportunity to make
comparisons and contrasts among
diver e parts of the globe during a
common time period.
The department also has added a

Professor Michael Hittle and Kari Findlay,
'97, check out a new way of looking at the
world: the Peters Projection map, in which
(unlike the familiar Mercator Projection)
all countries and continents are presented in
proportion to their relative sizes-so that ,
for example, the former Soviet Union (8.7
milllion square miles) no longer appears
larger than Africa ( 11 .6 million square
miles).

new senior- level writing requirement
that calls upon each history major to
craft a research paper based on original resources. Just as our
Historiography course traditionally
has taught students how to dissect
the writing of others, thi new writing seminar pushes them to the next,
and ultimately most satisfy ing, step:
doing real history themselves.
The changes in the history
department program described here
represent the best we have been able
to do given the limits of our staff and
given the fact that global history is
still in its infancy within the profession. T o some, our efforts may appear
timid and incomplete; to others, they
may seem a challenge to the primacy
of history viewed through the western tradition . To the latter, I would
argue that the introduction of a
global perspective can only help us
to see better the tradition to which
we belong; to the former, I would
say, yes, there is indeed more to be
done to repre ent the richness of
human interaction. And to those
wh o, alas, see these matters in the
moral terms of today's culture wars, I
would point out that all civ ilizations
h ave given us much to be joyful
about, and much to weep over. The
move to globalization is not a morality play but a hard-headed recognition that history must, even as it sustains our intrinsic sense of love and
awe of the past, honor its obligation
to help us understand the present.
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he Lawrence Arts
Academy, founded in
1874, is the all-ages community-outreach arm of the
Lawrence Conservatory of Music.
Historically its mission has beenand still is- to provide the highest
quality instruction both for pre-college tudents who are preparing for
careers in the arts and for those who
enjoy continuing study as part of a
lifetime of arts appreciation.
A recent addition to the
Academy's offerings, the Enriched
Instrumental Instruction for Hmong
Children (Eli) program, led by
Anne Witherell, band director at
Madi on Middle School, has taken
the Academy in a new, yet not
entirely unfamiliar, direction.
Nearly 150,000 Hmong refugees
from Southeast Asia now live in the
United States, principally in
Wi consin, Minnesota, and
California. The Ell program, established as a pilot project during the
summer of 1991, recruits school-age
children of Hmong families who
have immigrated to the Appleton
area and provides them with the
preparation and wherewithal to participate in band programs at local
schools. It focuses on giving fifthgrade Hmong children the opportun ity to get an intensive summer
head start on learning an instrument. The band program at
Appleton public schools begins in
sixth grade.
Arising from a widespread concern that Hmong children in the
Appleton area are underserved and

at risk, Ell was created to address
the isolation and cultural separateness that prevails among Hmong
students. Lawrence Arts Academy
Artistic Director Caroline
Brandenberger notes that "despite
the steady growth of the Fox Valley
economy in the past several years,
the majority of Hmong families

have remained impoverished and
on the fringes of mainstream school
life." Poor language skills further
isolate many students from the
general school population.
Brandenberger adds that few
Hmong students have been able to
participate in extracurricular or cocurricular activities other than
sports, in part because of the
expense involved. As a result, many
Hmong males have sought gang
membership as a source of identity
and social activity. For female students, cultural norms often have
produced very limited educational
objectives, and social interaction
has focused on traditional roles
within the family.
The original idea for the Ell
project was to extend the
Academy' traditional activities to
serve the particular audience of
Hmong youth-that is, to provide a
one-summer introduction to a musical instrument and to playing in an
ensemble. It quickly became apparent that the needs of Hmong children and the cross-cultural circumstances influencing their participation in music programs required a
more extensive program of support
and encouragement than is typical
of the Academy's other outreach
programs.
The six-week summer program,
which entails introductory lessons
for groups of four to six beginners,
private lessons for some instruments,
and instruction for continuing students, culminates in a July concert
and potluck supper for participants

and their families to celebrate the
children's accomplishments.
The summer activities have
been supplemented by more direct
support and involvement during the
school year. Throughout the year,
Witherell serves as a liaison
between the Hmong families and
school band instructors to assure
correct placement and scheduling
and to facilitate the students'
smooth transition to their school
programs. She is often called upon
to counsel Hmong students who are
feeling pressured at eith er home or
school to quit band.
Arts Academy Executive
Director Jane Serumgard Harrison
cites Witherell's skill as a mediator
and mentor as a major reason for
the high retention rate the Eli pro~
gram has experienced. As the
refugee camps in Thailand are
being closed and a new wave of
Hmong immigrants is arriving to
join relatives already in Appleton,
families are becoming even further
extended. The pressure on students,
especially as they approach high
school~ age, to assume more tradi~
tional roles in Hmong society and
the desire of those students to par~
ticipate in a sch ool band begin to
conflict.
In many ways, large and small,
the program is making a difference.
When it was created, only one
Appleton Hmong child was
involved in a school band. Last
year, forty~four Hmong children
were served by the program, with
virtually all of them going on to
play in their sch ool bands, several in
principal positions.
Four students who began the
program in 1991, now oph omores,
are playing in high sch ool bands,
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two at Appleton East and two at
North. For the first time last year, a
Hmong student participated in the
regional Solo/Ensemble Contest,
receiving a first on her solo. Several
Hmong girls now say they wish to
attend college to become music
teachers.
Parental attendance at sch ool
band concerts h as been an indica~
tion of strong family interest and of
the overall positive integration of
the Hmong into the broader
Appleton community. In addition
to the summer concert, program
participants now regularly give
performances throughout the
community.
Funding for the program h as
been provided by the Arts
Academy, the Community
Foundation of the Fox Valley
Region, the Fox Valley Arts
Alliance, Schmidt Oil, the Infant
Welfare Circle of King's Daughters,
and Fox River Paper Company.
Through appeals to various church

and service organizations (the
Downtown Rotary and the
Wednesday Musicale) and through
generous purcha e arrangements
with Heid Music Company, the
Arts Academy has acquired more
than a dozen instruments that are
now circulated among Hmong stu~
dents. The English as a Second
Language and music departments of
the Appleton Public Schools also
have provided critical collaborative
support.
In April 1996 the Ell program
was recognized nationally by the
President's Committee on the Arts
and the Humanities for making a
difference in the lives of disadvan~
raged and underserved children.
The committee's report, Coming Up

Taller: Arts and Humanities Programs
for Children and Youth at Risk, pro~
filed 218 outstanding state and local
efforts for youth at risk. The Ell
program was one of only four
Wisconsin community~based arts
and humanities programs cited.
One sign of success, to which
Arts Academy staff can point with
pride, occurred last summer at the
July concert. One of the students, a
girl whose English skills are still not
strong, transcribed and translated
the music and lyrics of a traditional
Hmong song, which was performed
by the flute section. Bamboo flute
are common in Hmong culture,
and the flute is a popular choice
among the Ell students, but the
event was a singular moment for
the program, the first instance in
which a student's involvement with
western music served as a means of
preserving Hmong culture.
As Serumgard Harrison points
out, "language is not a barrier with
. "
mustc.
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he night started
out innocently
enough. Professor
of Anthropology
Emeritus Ronald
Mason was hosting a small dinner
party last March
for friend and
colleague Alice
Kehoe, a
Marquette
University anthropologist who happened to be in town. The guest list
also included members of
Lawrence's anthropology department. The dining and discourse
were equally delicious until the
conversation turned to the subject
of a recently broadcast television
program, "The Mysterious Origins of
Man." Suddenly the dinner guests'
blood pressures simultaneously
began rising, and an idea was born.
The source of this collective
bout of hypertension was an NBC
prime-time special hosted by
Charlton Heston. Claiming to present evidence that the scientific
community h ad chosen to sup-

press-including human foo tprints
discovered next to dinosaur tracks,
suggesting a man/animal coexistence-the program so agitated
Associate Profe sor of Anthropology
Candice Bradley that she went
home that nigh t knowing something had to be done.

Responding to amateurs
Her response was a World Wide
Web page on the lnternet"Classics of O ut(land )ish
Anthropology"-a site Bradley
painstakingly created (with the help
and support of colleague Peter
Peregrine, assistant professor of
anthropology) as a means of providing "a critical approach to bad
anthropology on the Web." Since
going on-line with her site last
spring, Bradley has figuratively poked
her electronic finger in th e chest
of "well-meaning but misguided
amateurs who tout their personal
dogmas disguised as fact or science."
Bradley's site challenges anth ropologically offensive information on
the Web with a combination of biting wit and scho larly counterpoint,
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not only offering up her own
informed opinion but also providing
link to other sources that can bring
add ition al information to Internet
surfers interested in obtaining a
complete perspective. The home
page of Bradley's "Classics" features
a rotating flying saucer and an icon
of cinematic archaeo logist Ind ian a
Jones, with his trademark whip
extend ing toward the reader, an
appropriate visual metaphor for the
intellectual lash ing he is about to
serve up.
"There is a lot of information on
the Web that i incorrect, and people h ave no way to sort through it,"
said Bradley, who is spend ing the
first quarter of 1997 in Zimbabwe,
directing the ACM program there.
"Many people tend to believe anything they read, and that's especially
true of material found on the
Internet. There h as to be some balance. I'm not trying to upset people.
I'm trying to get to people who are
gullible and swallow these ideas
without really thinking them
through."
In addition to skewering the

Bradley fights stereotypes and misinformation with
an attention-grabbing web site

validity of NBC's claims on its
"Origins of Man" program, Bradley
has taken on the N issan Motor
C orporation for a series of advertisements for its Pathfinder sport utility
vehicle, which featured sepia-toned
maps and a romanticized safari trip.
Another web site, "The C andide
Project," established by a group of
journalists documenting traveloguestyle their twenty-day trek across
Africa, also earned sh arp rebuttal
from Bradley.
"Everybody h as this fantasy
about going to an ex-colony and
being taken care of by slaves . Those
are outdated colonialist ideas of
Africa," said Bradley, who h as spent
time on the continent conducting
research nine different times.
"Kenya is no longer in the nineteenth century. G et over it."

Truth officer
Her efforts as self-appointed
truth officer h ave n ot gone unnoticed. The "Classics of O ut(land) ish
Anthropology" site h as drawn the
attention and the praise of N ew
Scientist, a British science weekly

that design ated it a "hot link." It
was the subj ect of a brief feature in
th e August edition of Scientific
A merican magazine. Last April it
was dubbed one of the "Seven
W onders of the W eb" and was
named "site of the day" by the
Chronicle of Higher Education's online edition, "Academe T oday. " It
has proven to be a popular spot for
W eb browsers as well, averaging
more th an on e hundred "hits" a day.
While h er site has earned mostly
kudos, Bradley has heard from a few
detractors. E-mail messages occasionally show up in h er electronic
mailbox, spouting references to "the
ivory tower" and "political correctn ess."
"There are folks who don' t wan t
to hear scientific ev idence," Bradley
said. "I don't care about those people. I delete those messages without
reading thro ugh them. I care about
the ninth-grader out there wh o is
using the Internet to research a class
assignment."
With its carte blanche accessibility
to virtually anyon e with the right
equipment, the Internet is a perfect
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conduit for perpetrating stereotypes
and misinformation about peoples
and cultures. A s a teacher and
anthropologist, Bradley is willing to
fight fire with fire by utilizing the
Internet's awesome information
potential h erself.
"Sometimes I just want to
scream when I see this stuff on television. It's all tereotypes and lies,"
said Bradley. "Somehow it has got
to be stopped. Someone h as to say
something. The Internet is a great
place to talk about things that I can
see through as an anthropologist
that perhaps other people can 't.
"I get annoyed, and now there's
something I can do about it."
C h arlto n H eston may want to
spend a little time on the third floor
of Steph enson Hall chatting with
C andice Bradley before he decides
to h ost his n ext television special.
"The C lass ics of Out(land)ish
Anthropology" web page can be
found at: http://www.lawrence.edu/
dept/anthropology/classics.html

Profile
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obert Levy, professor
of music, says that,
while other peop le
might look to activitie outside their
fields of work to find th eir recre ~
ational outlets, h e seems always to
turn to yet another of his many
musical "passions."
C urrently his vocati ons/avoca~
tions include serving as trumpet pro~
fessor in the Lawrence U niversity
Conservatory of Music since 1979,
conducting the LU W ind Ensemble
and other groups, compos ing new
works of his own, pursuing a "co m~
pletely separate jazz interest," mixing
modern music with dance improv isa ~
tion , play ing brass chamber music,
exploring new contemporary music,
demonstrating "a genuine love for
the great American song writers,"
and lobbying on beh alf of other
composers in wh ose work he
believes.
That variety of interests gives
rise to an impress ive variety of
recen t accomplishmen ts.
In the past two years, Levy h as
been guest cond uctor for the
Montan a All ~S ta te Band, guest

trumpet soloist with the H arvard
Summer Pops Band on Boston 's
Esplan ade, and a leader of clinics
th rough out the country, in cluding
th e J uilliard School of Music. H e
h as h ad two jazz COs released,
including his own featured recording
"Blackberry W inter" on the Mark
label, and h as perfo rmed a dozen
modern music and dance concerts
fo r young children throughout the
Fox Valley with the group Flex (with
Matt Turner, C '89, cello, and Dane
Richeson , associate professor of
music, percussion) . H e h as h ad two
commissions to compose original
music, the most recent of which ,
"Songs fro m a Lover's Eye" fo r ten or
voice, flute, and cello, was p e r ~
formed in January 1996 over
Wisconsin Public Radio. This past
January he performed with the
Lawrence faculty jazz en semble,
Extem[Jo, before th e Internation al
Association of Jazz Educator con ~
vention in C hicago.
U nder h is d irection , th e
Lawrence W ind Ensemble h as gar~
nered praise in nation al circles, both
fo r th eir perfo rmances at state,

Midwest regional, and n ation al con~
ventions and for th eir recordings.
Since 198 1, the ensemble h as pro ~
duced three record ings, all critically
we ll~rece i ved, including a 1994 CD
on the Mark label titled "American
Music for Winds" th at features the
work of three Pulitzer Pri ze~ winning
composers: Leslie Bassett, John
H arbison , and G un th er Schuller.
Schuller, with whom Levy h as s tud ~
ied conducting and known for more

I'd Ailen up the idea
of writing my own
music until this
project suddenl~ lit
a fire under me.
than twenty years, was guest artist
for last fall's Jazz Celebration
W eekend at Lawrence and delivered
a major convocation address.
"Our firs t exploration with a new
work," Levy recalled, "occurred
about twelve years ago with former
con servatory colleague Rodney
Rogers' Prevailing Winds, wh ich the

wind ensemble premiered. It was a
very special time, as Lawrence
students copied the parts and we
raced to learn it. The work, 'our own
nurtured baby,' was published shortly thereafter and h as become part of
th e wind ensemble's standard repertoire, as groups worldwide continue
to perform it."
More recently, the wind ensemble h as premiered other works by
contemporary composers, including
W alter H artley, Thomas O boe Lee,
and Ken Schaphorst, director of jazz
studies at Lawrence. In most cases,
th e composers are in attendance fo r
final reh earsals and interaction with
Lawrence students.
"By bringing composers to campus we bring th e music process to
life in a very special way; it isn't
every day that groups of studen ts get
to meet or work directly with composers," Levy said.
"My own composing sprang to
life about fifteen years ago when
Fred G aines of the Lawrence theatre
and drama departmen t asked me to
write some inciden tal music for the

Arthur
Miller play,

The Crucible. I'd given
up the idea of writing my own
music until this project suddenly lit
a f ire under me to start writing regularly. I've n ot stopped since," he
added.
The list of passions goes on .
With Nick Keelan, associate professor of music, Levy leads the " Big
Band Reunion ," an eighteen -member jazz and blues big band, now four
years old , that performs weekly in
the Fox Valley.
Between other responsibilities h e
also finds t ime to travel as guest
soloist, perfo rmer, and cond uctor
throughout th e country, including
perfo rmances with numerous brass
ch amber groups. Hi s more than
twenty-five recordings are ava ilable
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on some dozen different recording
labels.
Professor Levy is understandably
proud of his commitment to advancing the work of other composers.
The "Robert Levy Music Series,"
publish ed by N ichols Music, now
includes nearly thirty works by
American composers, including a
dozen by John H armon , '57 , plus
two of Levy's own works. In the past
thirty years, Levy, thanks to his
continuing interaction with other
composers, h as h ad more than one
hundred- twenty compos itions written especially for, or premiered by,
h im- many of which h ave h ad their
fi rs t performance at Lawrence.
A 1996-9 7 sabbatical leave is
giv ing Levy time for several of his
pass ions; h e hopes to compose at
least on e major work and to get a
couple of C D projects recorded and
ready for fu ture release. Wherever
his interests take him, no one will
be surprised if he brings some n ew
interest or wo rk or composer back to
campus wh en h e returns.

By Rick Peterson

If you turn your problems
into challenges, then you can
drive yourself to overcome
those challenges.

Melissa Munch and psychologist Frank Cummings

M

elissa Munch, '97, was not
about to let a painful injury
steal another season of volleyball
competition from h er. N o pain, no
gain ? T ry Mind Over Matter 101.
Munch is th e owner of a righ t
hand that is no longer connected to
her wrist by all of the original equipment. Bon e-graft surgery to deal
with a congenital bon e cyst kept her
sidelined for the entire 1995 season.
A second operation la t May
replaced some tendons and left h er
thumb and wrist en cased in a giant
cast for three mon ths. That tro ublesome wrist not only ended h er viola
playing, it left in serious jeopardy
her h opes of completing h er vars ity
volleyball career with a memorable
senior season.
"I decided I was going to play,"
said Munch , recalling the exact day,

May 14, sh e set her mind on returning to the court, "and decided I
would do wh atever I had to during
the summer to make th at h appen ."
"Whatever" turned out to be rising each morning at 5:30 for a twoh our workout at the A ppleton
YMCA before h eading to h er summer job in th e Lawrence admissions
office. While h er cas t was so bulky
it prevented h er from running, she
augmented h er mornin g regimen by
walking between six and ten miles
every night.
"If you turn your problems into
ch allenges, then you can drive yourself to overcome those challenges ,"
said Munch, who spent the 1995 fall
term at the London Center in part
to escape th e mental distress of
being around a team on which she
couldn't play.
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Munch overcame the constant
pain in th e h and sh e uses to serve
and spike the ball and earned 1996
team most valuable player h onors
and second team all-Midwest
Conference recognition . Sh e led the
Vikings in serving percentage
(95.6%) and serv ice aces (3 8 ) and
finished h er career as th e team's alltime leader in kill percen tage
(21.3% ).
"Melissa's composure on the
court was a big plus for us," said
h ead coach Kim T atro. "She always
played every point with the same
intensity, regardless of wh at the
score was."
In addition to playing, Munch
also h as served as h ead coach of th e
men's club volleyball team for the
past four years. Away from the
court, sh e channels h er con siderable
energies into a variety of campus
activities, serving as a Lawrence
Star Key ambassador and co-man aging the information desk in th e studen t union. Since 1994, sh e's served
as th e student coordinator of
L A.R.Y.- Lawrence Assistance
Reaching Youth-a volunteer
mentoring program fo r area fi rstthrough sixth-graders.

"That's one of the best things
I've done in my life," said the sen ior
fro m Kirkwood, Missouri, of h er
L.A.R.Y. involvement.
A member of the dean's list,
Munch has combined her interest
in athletics and h er major in
pysch ology into a daunting senior
honors project. W orking in collaboration with Frank C ummings, a
clinical psychologist at Appleton's
St. Elizabeth H osp ital, sh e has spent
several months administering the
TOPS test, a recently developed
pyschological questionnaire
designed to measure mental strategies deemed important for highlevel performance, to more than
1,000 area high school athletes. Sh e
plans to compare the T OPS results

Junior Brad O lson's hopes of winning a second straight NCAA
Division Ill rushing title ended
early in the Vikings' seventh
game with a shoulder injury that
sidelined him for the rest of the
year. O lson 's 878 yards for the
season improved his career total
to 3,989 yards, 454 yards short of
Scott Reppert's, '83, all-time
record. The Vikings finished the
season 2-7 , defeating Concordia
University, 35 -14, and Beloit
College, 28-24.
Scott Sprtel, '97, paced the
men's cross country team to a
fifth-place team finish at the
Midwest Conference championships, placing fifth individually.
The women's team finished
fourth. Rebecca H oelter, '99, was
the Vikings' top finish er individually at twentieth place.

When completed, Melissa's
proiect will be the largest
data set of its kind in the
area of sports psychology.

with known data from an ASQ
questionnaire, a widely recognized
evaluation used for predicting performance in a wide range of activities. Her findings , she h opes, will be
published this fall.
"Melissa h as taken on an
extremely ambitious and ch allenging project," said Gerald Metalsky,
associate professor of pyschology
and Munch's adviser. "When com-

The women's soccer team compiled a 3-11-1 season record with
fu llback Sarah W egmann, '97 , and
midfielder Beth Mollner, '00, earning all-Midwest Conference honors.
Goalkeeper Martin Griffin, '97,
earned first-team all-Midwest
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pleted, it will be the largest data
set of its kind in th e area of sports
psychology."
Her te rm in London not only
kept her mind off volleyball, it
helped her focus on her long-range
goals. While there sh e met Gillian
Shephard, secretary of state for
England's Department of Education
and Employment, who got Munch
thinking about curriculum and
policy issues.
"London made me realize that's
wh ere my passion is," said Munch,
who lists running the U .S.
Department of Education someday
among her career ambitions. "I just
want to help the greatest number
of children that I can during my
lifetime."

Conference recognition as the
men's soccer team finished the
season winless in sixteen games
under first-year head coach Doug
Paul.
A third-place finish at the
UW -Superior tournament highlighted the women's volleyball
season . The Vikings finished the
year with a 7-14 match record.
Outside hitter Melissa Munch,
'97, and setter Anne LaFrancis,
'99, received all-conference
recognition.
Junior Asma A li posted a
team-best 9-6 singles record,
leading the women's tennis
team to a 5-9 dual match record
and an eighth-place finish at the
Midwest Conference tournament.

The 1996-97 Lawrence
Fund goal is $2.5 million,
of which $1.1 million had
been received by
December 31.
The Lawrence Fund is
an integral part of the
Lawrence 150 campaign,
comprising $11,000,000
of the campaign's
$60,000,000 goal.
Support from The
Lawrence Fund is crucial
to the college's ability
to conduct its mission.
At $2.5 million, The
Lawrence Fund
represents, for example,
one·fifth of the college's
wage bill or one-quarter
of its financial aid to
students through grants
and scholarships or the
ntire combined operating
ud ets for the library
nd student services.

On December 31, 1996, with six
months left in the Lawrence 150
campaign, total gifts and pledges
stood at ninety-five percent of its
goal. Of the total committed,
approximately three-quarters comes
from individuals. Support for students through endowed cholarships
and in other areas directly benefiting students h as been particularly
generous, exceeding its $10 million
goal by $2 million.
The Lawrence Fund, which provides annual operating support for
the college, is another success story,
with nearly $9.8 million committed
of its $11 million Lawrence 150 goal
(see graph opposite).
Gregory A. Yolk, vice president
for development and external
affairs, noted that, wh ile momentum
is strong, broad participation in the
final months of the campaign will

spell the difference between success
and failure.
"Lawrence 150 takes its name
from Lawrence's sesquicentennial
anniversary, and we hope that all
alumni and fr iends of Lawrence and
Milwaukee- Downer will want to
mark that milestone by redoubling
their financial commitment to the
college through a gift to The
Lawrence Fund this year," Yolk said.
"What is achieved during
Lawrence 150 will equip Lawrence
to excel and to thrive well into the
next century, and we hope we can
count on the widest possible support
for the campaign and its goals
between now and June 30. To truly
succeed, the campaign needs the
thoughtful participation of every
member of the Lawrence family,
especially of its alumni."
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Thanks to a challenge grant
secured through the efforts of
Lawrence parents Edward L. and
Nancy V. Scarff, membe rship in
the Lawrence University Founders
Club had grown to 307 on
December 31, compared with 259
one year earlier. The membership
goal for The Founders C lub during
1996-97, its 25th- anniversary year,
is 515 members.
The Founders C lub recognizes
leadersh ip annual gifts at the
$1,000 (Bronze Seal), $2,000
(Silver Seal) , $5,000 (Gold Seal),
and $10,000 (Platinum Seal)

levels. The Scarff challenge,
funded at $100,000, will match
gifts from new members at the
dollar amount of the level at which
the member joins. Gifts from
current members who increase
their giving to a new level will be
matched at the dollar amo unt of
the difference between the old
level and the new one.
Doug Brengel, '72, national
chair for ann ual giving and president of The Founders C lub, said,
"The unique combination of
Lawrence's sesquicentennial celebration, the 25th anniversary of

The Founders C lub, and the Scarff
membership challenge provides a
powerful incentive for alumni and
friends to consider taking a position of financial leadership in their
annual support of Lawrence.
"Annual gifts to The Lawrence
Fund provide the financial backbone of the college," Brengel
continued, "and I know there
are many more among the
Lawrence constituency who
have the capacity to commit
to Founders C lub levels of
annual support."

Dorothy Smith Babcock, Oconomowoc, and
her husband, Donald, celebrated sixty-three
years of marriage in June 1996.
The career of David Bruce Scoular,
Scottsdale, Arizona, was the subj ect of a profile in the spring 1996 issue of The Grinnell
Magazine. Scoular was choral director at
Grinnell College from 1946 to 1953 and at
Arizona State University from 195 2 unti l his
retirement in 1975.

Louise Marston Conklin, M-D, Madison,
enj oys reflecting on her many happy memories of Milwaukee-Downer.
Janet DeCosta Johnson, M-D, Wilmette,
Illinois, enj oys weav ing and spending time
with her fi ve grandchildren and one greatgrandchild.
Harriet Biersach Hopkinson, M-D,
W ashington, D.C., attends the W omen's
National Democratic Club speaker luncheons
and volunteers at Thomas House.
Eleanor Newlin Moyer, M-D, Medford,
Oregon, and her husband , Bob, enj oy the surrounding mountains and forests. G olf and
bridge help fill their time.

65th Rt.unton, June 20-22, ! 9Q7

65th Reunion, June 1998
Katherine O'Neill Anderson, W est Bend,
was the subject of a recent local newspaper
co lumn describing her long-time support for
the University of Wisconsin CenterW ashington County. She lobbied for cr ari on of the two-year campus in the 1960s
and has been a member of its community
council since that grou p was formed in 1971.

65th Reunion, June 1999
Mary Jane Anderson Bridges, M-D,
Escondido, California, loves knitting for her
children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren. Golf, reading, and designing the window displays at a local thrift shop also keep
her active.
Marjorie Hoffman Hogan, M-D, Naples,
Florida, serves on the boards of the
Northwestern University Naples A lumni
C lub and the Nap les English-Speaking
U nion.
Henriette Scheele Kneevers Henning, M-D,
Sheboygan, and her husband , G ottli eb, li ve
at the Sheboygan Retirement Home, very
near Henriette's birthplace and former home.
Janet Mac Naughton Schlatter, M-D,
Madi on , and her husband , Bunker, are both
retired- Janet from featu re writing and photography. Janet visits Lucille Hatch, M-D
'35, often.

There was a very special reunion held in Milwaukee in
October, and John "Jake" Zussman, '26, was the guest of
honor. The fifteen surviving members of the Zussman
Athletic Club (ZAC) gathered from as far away as
California to honor a man who has been their mentor and
friend for more than sixty years.
In 1932, Zussman, son of an Appleton rabbi and an outstanding athlete at
Lawrence (three letters in football and four in basketball, captain of the 1925
conference-champion basketball team), became playground director at
Lapham Park in the heart of what was then
Milwaukee's Jewish community. To attract neighussman served as
borhood boys to his program, he started an athletic
Milwaukee County
club that eventually grew to thirty members.
The Zussman Athletic Club (named after Jake municipal recreation
by a vote of the boys) first formed a basketball
irector for a total
team that played in municipal leagues and then
f forty-two years,
went on to compete in tag footba ll, softball, and
table tennis. Zussman, who had played a few years Influencing the lives
of semi-pro basketball and football after college,
of countless local
was their coach and much, much more.
After h igh school, Zussman recalls, he "talked youngsters.
about twenty-five of the boys into going to college. They worked their way through." ZAC members who went to the
University of Wisconsin-Madison shared an attic in a rooming house. ZACs
who stayed in Milwaukee went to Marquette University. All the ZACs volunteered for service in World War II (although some were turned down), and
many met their future wives through the dance lessons and social occasions
Jake arranged with the Lapham Park Girls Club.
Zussman served as Milwaukee County municipal recreation director for a
total of forty -two years, influencing the lives of countless local youngsters, but
one of his most enduring accomplishments is the ZAC group, a bunch of atrisk street kids that he helped put on a straight path to college and careers.
The Lawrence University Alumni Association honored Zussman with its
Distinguished Service Award in 1961, and he was elected to both the
Milwaukee Jewish Community Center Athletic Hall of Fame and the Wisconsin
Soccer Association Hall of Fame in 1984. In 1995, he was named to the O ldtime
Ballplayers Hall of Fame. At age 92, he is the oldest serving Lawrence class secretary, still gathering the news of his classmates and contemporaries.

65th Reunion, June 2000

60th Reunion, June 1998

65th Reunion, June 2001

60th Reunion, June 1999

60th Reunion, June 20-22, 1997

60th Reunion, June 2000

60th Reunion, June 2001
Lucille Samuelsen Shaw, M-D, pringfield ,
Virginia, is a guide at the ational
A rboretum. She recently traveled to Ire land
and Scotland on an all-garden to ur.

Shirley Bratt Levin, M-D, Pompano Beach,
Florid a, has rece ived an award from the Palm
Beach County C hapter of the American Red
ross, for which she is an active v lunteer.

55th Reunion, June 1998

55th Reunion, June 1999
Jean Pond Dever and John Evan Dever,
'4 7, Pleasanton, Ca lifornia, have made
several trips to Russia, working on projects in
Vladi vostok, Moscow, and O renburg. They
are ass isting in the process of converting
kindergartens fro m enterprise to municipal
operation.

55th Reunion, June 2000
Ginger Dammers Toombs, Minocqua, says
that quilt ing, music, bridge, and being a literacy volunteer keep her and her husband ,
Mitchell, busy. They al o have nineteen
grandch ildren.
Shirley Bieringer Hughson, Santa Monica,
Ca lifornia, is very involved with the lives
and activities of her three granddaughters
and is a school vo lunteer.
Lorayne Schiellerup Lang, Los Alami tos,
Californi a, and her husband, Edward, enj oy
taking short trips, their church and music
aciti vities, and their grandchildren.
Mary Prescott Pringle, Minneapolis,
Minnesota, belongs to a craft group and
enj oys painting. She has three grandson , all
"balls of fire."
Faith Nelson Sanders, FranH rt, Michigan,
has moved from Green Bay to Frankfort, a
mall resort town on Lake Michiga n.
Betty Snorf von Langen, Lake San Marcos,
California, and her husband, Bill, have
enj oyed visits with Frank and Joyce Daniels
Hendrix and Shirley Fox Cuff and husband
Bob.

55th Reunion, June 2001

';Oth R(.Union, June 20-22, 1997

50th Reunion, June 1998

50th Reunion, June 1999

50th Reunion, June 2000
Jane Rumpf Knight, M-D, W auwato a, had
two art exhibitions th is year, one featuring
her clay-modeled figures, the other her land scapes. She visited l rae! and Egypt in the
spring of 1996.

Mary Schoettler Petersen, Midland,
Michigan, traveled through Michigan's
U pper Peninsula and northern Wisconsin to
Minneapolis last summer. In Minneapolis she
had a chance to "get reacquainted with my
two-year-old granddaughter. " Mary also spent
three days in Appleton , staying with her
cousin, Esther Graef Hamilton, '20.

41th Rcunie>n, June 20-12.. 1997

Wayne P. Boshka, Hoffman Estate , Illinois,
has retired as senior vice pres id ent of AllAmerican Life Insurance Company and lives
six months in Illinois and six months on
W ashington Island , Wisconsin. He sings in a
barbershop chorus and church choir; his wife,
Betsy , counsels children in the Rainbow
Program in the northwe t C hicago region.
Jean Alexander Koskinen, M-D, Menasha,
and her husband, Donald, '50, spend the
winter months at their home in Tucson ,
Arizona. Jean say that Jane Klade Taylor
and Ray also chose Tucson for their
retirement.

45th Reunion, June 2000
Roberta (Bobbie) Broadfoot Cestaric, M-D,
Boca Raton, Florida, is a broker as oc iate for
C ummings & C ohen Real Estate, Inc.
Nancy Graves, M-D, San Antoni o, T exas,
loves retirement. She bowls, go lfs, paints, and
volunteers with the local AIDS foundation.
Anne Barnes Hinkel, M-D, Green Valley,
Arizona, and her husband , Jay, have moved
to an age- restricted community. They also
bought a trail er to vi it relativ sin O regon
and W ashington.
Betty Laffin Hodson, M-D, Mountain,
planned to go to an Elderhostel in Australia
and New Zealand in 1996.
Mary Ann Hanson Link, M-D, Big Bend,
and her husband, Bud, traveled to Israel and
Greece and had a Greek Isles cruise in] une
1996. She is very involved with her church.
"Keep ing busy, lov ing it !"
Ollie Johnson Miller, M-D, S urrey, British
Columbia, Canada, is coord inator of support
services at the Briti h C olumbia Parkinson's
Disease Association . She and her hu band
are working three-quarters t ime and "haven't
dec ided what we want to be when we grow
up/retire in 1997."

Robert J.
Schaupp, '51, of
DePere, Wi ., was
elected president
of the Beta Theta
Pi international
fraternity at its
annual convention in August. A member of the
Lawrence University Board of
Trustees and a former president
and director of the Lawrence
University Alumni Association,
Schaupp has served the fraternity
as vice president for the past three
years. A prominent figure in the
transportation industry, he is
president of P&S Investment
Company, Inc., a holding
company for L.C.L. Transit
Company, HFCS Transport
Company, and Transco Leasing,
Inc. Beta Theta Pi fraternity has
115,000 members, including some
7,500 undergraduates on 143
campuses in the U.S. and Canada.

45th Reunion, June 2000
Kathryn Mclnrue Harbinson , Arlington ,
Virginia, and her husband , Ken, '54;
Mari lyn and Hank Spielle, '54; Virginia and
Charles Peters, '54; and Hope (Pauline '
Wunderlich) Thornburg, '49, attended the
W a hington/Baltimore Alumni C lub's spring
event and enj oyed the to ur of the Phillips
Collection given by Timothy Rodgers, ass istant profes or of art history.
Robert L. Rechner, Jr., Menasha, retired in
January 1996 after thirty-seven- plus yea rs at
Banta Company, most recently as manager
of the planning department and of Banta
Graphic ervices, both of which functions he
helped create. His wife, Mary Jane, a registe red nur e, retired in 1995 from the
Community Blood Center in A ppleton.

45th Reunion, June 2000
C laudia Backus Baxter, M-D, Santa Fe,
N ew Mex ico, is a fifteen-year vo lunteer at
the Museum of International Folk Art.
T extile preservation is her area of expert ise.
Shirley Wilson Burgess, M-D, Milwaukee,

Wherever, whenever, and
under whatever circumstances
two or more Lawrentians
gather, the result is a reunion,
regardless of size. Here are
three recent examples.

Former students of George W. Smalley, professor of Slavic lan~
guages emeritus, many of them veterans of one or more of the eleven "Slavic
T rips" to Russia and other countries he h as led since 1969, gathered at the
Cafe Istanbu l in Chicago on October 26 for a special reunion with the pro~
fessor, who retired from the Lawrence faculty this past year. Among those pic~
tured, in addition to Smalley (center) are Gregory T. Klaverkamp, '85 (left,
making a presentation), and David Perlman, '71 (right), an alumnus of the
first Slavic Trip. Organizers of the event were Connie Michels, '89; Kelly
Reed Saturno, '92; and Amy Atalla Hill, '89.
A group of Lawrence women from the
Class of '50 has been taking trips together each
year since 1950, when they traveled to California.
Other summer excursions have included Lake
Geneva and Waupaca, Wis.; Stuart, Fl.; Santa Fe,
N.M.; and Williamsburg, Va. Pictured in the far
left photo (from the Canadian Rockies trip in
1996) are, from left, Betsy Stockham Sampson,
Virginia Scott Heinemann, Ann Cox Otzen, and
Marijean Meisner Flam, and in the photo at left
(New England tour, 1995), from left, are Ann
Otzen, Virginia Heinemann, Carol Schaeffer
Schuetz, and Marijean Flam. Others who have
joined this traveling mini~reunion from time to
time include Joan Queenan McClellan, Gloria
Scott Whitelaw, Barbara Lighthall Harper,
Virginia Saunders Blackburn, and Barbara Morris
MacNaughton.
Roger L. ('59) and Margie Bauman
welcomed a Lawrence mini~reun i on to their sum~
mer home at Big Cedar Lake, Wisconsin, on
August 17. Among the attendees, both alumni
and former faculty members, were: Front row, from
left: Joe Hopfensperger, '52 (theatre/drama);
Robert Rosenberg (chemistry); Paul Schreiber,
'57; Jim (Trax) Parker, '57; Tom Christie, C '59;
and Roger Bauman. Bacl<. row, from left: Phil
Dorchester, '59; Dave Berganini, '59; Ted
Sutherland, '58; Brian Beck, '59; Joel Blahnik,
C '61; Bill Bye, '58; and Chuck Merry, '57.

If you have attended a mini~reunion that merits men~
tioning in Lawrence Today, please send information
and (preferably) a photograph to Editor, Office of
Public Affairs , Lawrence University, Appleton, WI
54912~0599 .

Legacies, in Lawrence parlance, are students who are not the first members of their families to attend the college. Legacy
members arriving as new students this past fall posed for this portrait with their Lawrence kinfolk. Pictured in the front
row, from left to right, are Marlene Karides Ego, '72 (mother of Tiffany Ego, '00), Katherine Moore , '00 , and her
grandmother , Margaret De Groot Rossmeissl, Ellen Houck Busch , '70, Sylvie Johnson, '00, and her mother, Sally
Hickerson Darley, '68, Sue Fortney Walby, '58, and Joan Walby, '00 . In the second row are Adam Berman, '00 ,
Tiffany Ego, '00, Virginia Post Kass, '69 , Dana Kass, '00, and Andrew Kass, '69, Eric Busch, '00, Kimberly Geiser,
'00, Katie McKee, '00, Jessica Brainard, '00, David Brainard, '64, Katie Young, '00, and Judy Stansfield Young , '70
In the third row are Tony Berman , '70, Charles M. Ego, '72, John Borgh , '70, Bryn Borgh, '00, Mary Freeman
Borgh, '70, Jason Gubbels, '00, Paul Gubbels, '75, Bob McKee, '68, William Burrow , '00, Michael Reese, '00,
Michael Reese, '72, Tim Young, '70, and Jeanne Albrecht Young, M~D '46. In the fourth row are Nathan and
Gretchen Denk (son and daughter of Susan Huntman Speak, '71), Richard Haight , '71, Denise Dyer Haight, '70, Erin
Haight, '00, Jewel Verhulst Dyer, '46 , and John Dyer, '44 (grandparents of Erin Haight), and Jake Burrow, '73 .
and her husband, Keith, are both retired.
They camp, garden, and train their dogs.
Shirley and her dog do a lot of pet therapy at
nursing homes, hospitals, and schoo ls.
Diana Fox Ekedahl, M-D, Men lo Park,
Ca lifornia, says that when she is not traveling with her husband- Bob, owner of
Sonoma Pacific Company-she is "at home
starting quilts, but never finishing. "
Natalie White Ferguson, M-D, Hoffman
Estates , lllinois, works for a trade- magazine
publishing company, where she is editor of an
audiovisual publication and copy edi tor for
the compan y's other seven magazines. She

also teaches piano, organ , and keyboard and
directs both a child ren 's and a chime choir at
her church.
Diane Heinz lhrman, M-D, Arthurdale,
W est Virginia, and her husband , Francis,
have a wood-carving studio. They have made
many carvings of the Presbyterian C hurch
seal in deep bas relief, shipping them all over
the United States.
Adeline Kawano, M-D, A ugust, Georgia,
retired fro m working in ales at one of the
largest florists in town and can now "putter
in my own yard."
Kay S. Kerst, M-D, Sun C ity, A rizona,
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retired in 1994 as a PBX operator/receptionist
for VWR Scientific in Brisbane, California,
and moved to Sun C ity in Febru ary 1995.
Mary Landeck, M-D, W auwatosa, has
retired after twenty- ix years as ass istant
librarian in reference and circulation at
Milwaukee Area T echnical C ollege. She
went to France in the pring of 1995 on an
Elderhostel barge trip, stud ying Monet and
other Impress ionists and stopping at
Normandy, G iverny, Paris, and other important sites of the Impress ion ist movement.
Elizabeth (Susie) Whiting Macdonald, M-D,

Simons Island, Georgia, and her husband ,
Jack, planned an Afri can safari in January
1996.
Ruth Theine Suh, M-D, is dietary director
for the T own of G reenwich, Connecticut.
Barbara G ensler T eese, M-D, Commack,
ew York, has retired fro m Sears. She and
her husband , Howard, have four children and
seven grandchildren.

A t the annual luncheon for donors and recipients of named scholarshifJs, ]udith] ahnl<e
Gildemeister, M~ D '64 (center), refJresented the A lumni Association Board of Directors
in congratulating Kirstin T elleen , '97 (left) , and Sylvie Johnson , '00 (right) .

Four students, all daughters of Lawrence or Milwa ukee ~ Downer alumni, are
the first recipients of Lawrence University Alumni Association Board of
Directors Scholarships.
In 1994, th e LUAA board set itself th e goal of raising $1 50,000 from
alumni wh o h ave served as directors at any time during the fi ve ~ year lifes ~
pan of Lawrence 150: A Campaign for the N ew Century (19 92 ~1 99 7) . These
contributions are being pooled to create scholarships for four students each
year, up to a total of n ineteen scholarships over the next four years. T o
qualify for th e BOD Sch olarships, Lawrence undergrad uates must show
demonstrable fin an cial need and a commitmen t to voluntary community
service and must be "legacies ," students who are the children or grandc h i l~
dren of Lawren ce or Milwa u kee~ Downer alumni and alumnae.
This year's recipients are:
Sylvie Johnson, '00, Iowa C ity, Iowa, daughter of Richard Johnson ,
'67, and Sally Hickerson Darley, '68, and niece of Karl and Margy
Ziman Hickerson , both '70.
Cassand ra Martin, '99, Seattle, W ash in gton, step~ da ughter of Peter J.
H ouse, '68.
H eidi Brummer, '98, Elmhurst, Illinois, daughter of David and A louise
Carlson (M~ D '62) Brummer and sister of Kristin Brummer, '96.
Kirstin T elleen, '9 7, Palatine, Illinois, daugh ter of David and July
Johnson T elleen, both '64.
Framingham, Massachusetts, and her husband, Benj amin, have five children and four
delightful grandsons-two in London, one in
Ph iladelphia, Pennsylvan ia, and one in
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Elaine Moglowsky Milson, M-D , G reen Bay ,
report that her son, David, is getting his
Ph.D. in archaeology at Oxford U ni versity.
Audrey Schumacher Moe, M-D, Corona
De l Mar, California, has been a school-

teacher and a librarian. She is interest d in
fabric des ign and is working to establish a
natural hi tory museum in the ewport
Beach area.
Maija Rumpeteris R adzins, M-D,
Milwaukee, a part-time social worker at
Heartland of Mi lwaukee, volunteers with the
seni or program at her church and visits the
elderly.
Elizabeth Sharpe Steinhilber, M-D, St.
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C harlotte Strong Gauser, M-D, East
Lansing, Michi gan , has retired fro m her posit ion as occupational therapist for the pre-primary program in the Lansing public schoo ls.
She and her husband, Carl, plan to ell their
home and move to the C h icago area near
their son.

40th R eunion , June 1998

40th R eunion, June 1999

40th Reunion, June 2000

40th R eunion, June 200 1

35th R eunion, June 1998
Frederick Hartwig, W ash ington, D.C. , is
senior vice pre ident of the publ ic opinionresea rch fi rm of Peter D. Hart Research
Associates and a partner in its commercial
div ision , Hart-Riehle-Hartwig Research. He
lives in W ashington du ring the week and
pends weekend at his house on the eastern
shore of Maryland.

35th R eunion, June 1998
D. Bruce Dickson, Jr., Bryan, T exas, is an
associate professor of anthropology at T exas
A & M Un iversity and works each summer at
a dig near airob i, Kenya. He is the on of
Donald B. Dickson, '33 .

35th R eunion, June 1998
Lorraine Hoffman, M-D, C hicago , Ill inois,
has been working for Merrill Lynch in
C hicago for over twenty-fiv e years and is a
member of th e firm's Q uarter Century C lu b.
She was recently appointed a member of the
New York Stock Exchange Hearing Board for
the Chicago area.
Jon and Ann Leverenz Keckonen,
Sheboygan, met Sergei Khrushchev, son of
the late Sov iet leader Nikita Kh rushchev,
during Peop le to People International's
W orld wide Conference in Newport Beach ,
Californi a.
Fran Perry Pea rsons, Flower Mound, T ex a ,

Maryland.

The Rt. Rev.
Charles E.
Bennison, Jr.,
'65, was elected
in October as
the next bishop
of the Episcopal
Diocese of Pennsylvania.
Formerly director of congregational studies and associate professor of pastoral theology at
Episcopal Divinity School in
Cambridge, Mass. , he was consecrated in Philadelphia on
February 22 and will succeed
the current diocesan bishop, the
Rt. Rev. Allen Bartlett, upon his
retirement next summer. In addition to Lawrence, he attended
Seabury-Western Seminary,
Harvard Divinity School,
C laremont Graduate Sch ool,
and Union Theological
Seminary. Ordained in 1968, he
was rector of St. Mark's C hurch
in the D iocese of Los Angeles
from 1971 to 1988 and rector of
St. Luke's Church in the Diocese
of Atlanta from 1988 to 1991 .
The new Bishop Bennison is the
son of the Rt. Rev. Charles E.
Bennison, Sr., '39, also a
Lawrence alumnus and the
retired bishop of the Diocese
of Western Michigan. His
wife, Joan Reahard Bennison,
M-D '66, was executive administrator of the joint program in
neonatology at the H arvard
Medical School before joining
him in Philadelphia.
Fran Perry P earsons, Flower Mound , T exas,
and her husband, Jerry, recently moved to
the Dallas area, where Jerry has taken a new
job. They often visit with Sue Kline Smith,
'63, and her husband, who live in Annapolis,

35th Reunion, June 2001

35th Reunion, June 2001

35th Reunion, June 2001
Terry L. Meyers, Williamsburg, Virginia, is
chair of the English department at the
Co llege of Wi lli am and Mary. H has just
published a book with Peter Lang Pub lishing,
The Sexual T ensions of William SharfJ: A Study
of the Birth of Fiona Macleod, lncorfJOr tating
T wo Lost W orks, "Ariadne in Naxos" and
"Beatrice ."

30th R eunion, June 1999

30th Reunion, June 1999
Richard and Martha Hodge Bush, live in
C heverl y, Mary land. After twelve years on
the staff of the House Foreign Affairs
Committe , Richard became the National
Intelligence O fficer for East Asia and a member of the ationallntelligence Council in
1995. One of his contacts is Bob Suettinger,
'68, on the National Security Council staff.
Marth a has completed her fifth year at the
Council of C hi ef State School Officers,
wher she does a variety of computer-based
projects, including a bulletin board on HIV
education.
Ronald J. Nicholson, A lsea, Oregon , is
math matics and computer coordinator fo r
the Alsea chool District and pr sident of
the Oregon Council of T eachers of
Mathemati cs.

30th Reunion, June 1999

30th Reunion, June 2002

't l.eun on Jun~ 20-22 • 9')7
Daniel R. and Susan Crooker Alger live in
Sil ver Spring, Maryland. Dan i vice pres ident of Economists, Inc., and Susi is manager
of computer services at th C hildren's
Defense Fund, both in W ashington, D.C.
Paula (Lisa) Young Ashworth, Port Neches ,
T exa , has cr ated orne prize-winning qu ilts
and has started spinning wool to knit.
Janet Nash Gaeddert, Plattsburgh, New
York, is a fami ly therapi t and clinical supervisor for Catholic C harities. She has taken
up the French horn again after a ten-year
hiatus and is playing in a quintet called
Adirondack Bras .
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Kate Walsh Leatham, C hicago, Illinois, is
director of public affa irs at Andersen
C onsulting. Husband Jerry Leatham, '65, is
pres id ent of Hayes-Leatham Company, independent consultant .
Bonnie Morris, Minneapolis, Minnesota, and
her husband, Dean Holzman , traveled to
Rus ia in earl y 1996 to bring home the ir new
daughte r, three-and-a-h alf-year-old Lilia.
Bonn ie is producing director of the Illusion
Theater in Minneapolis.
Lynne Goeldner Rompelman, Grafton ,

Christopher M.
"Kit" Vern on,
'67, is chairman and chief
executive officer of Blue
H orse, Inc., a
new marketing communications
firm in Milwaukee formed by the
merger of Andrews/Mautner, Inc.,
advertising and public relations,
and Fuller, Thiede & Luskin,
advertis ing, both Milwaukeebased firms serving clients in
Wisconsin and Northern Illinois.
Vernon, who currently is vice
president of the Lawrence
University Alumni Association,
joined Andrews/Mautner in 1973
as a copywriter and progressed
through th e creative and accountservice ranks to become agency
president in 1982 and chair/
C EO in 1989. H e is a director of
the Metropolitan Milwaukee
Association of Commerce/
Council of Small Business
Executives, a past director of the
Milwaukee Chapter of the
Business Marketing Association,
and past president of the
Milwaukee Association of
Advertising Agencies and has
taught advertising at both
Marquette University and the
University of WisconsinMilwaukee.

Roger A. Bauman, '59, of Winchester, Mass., editorin-chief of the Journal of Digital Imaging, is co-editor of The Radiologic
Clinics of North America, published by W.B. Saunders Company. Subtitled
"Imaging and Information Management: Computer Systems for a Changing
Health Env ironment," the book focuses on issues raised by the use of computers and digital imaging methods in radiology and "the need to integrate
radiologic systems for imaging and information management with those of
the health-care enterprise." Bauman is an associate professor in the Department of Radiology at Harvard Medical
School and the former associate radiologist-in-chief of
Massachusetts General Hospital.
Lynn Brostrom Blankman, '70, has written her first children's book, Ghost Beyond the Garden, published by Avon
Books. A novel for children ages eight to twelve, it tells the
story of twelve-year-old Elly, who travels through time to
face her fears resulting from a terrifying accident.
Blankman, a freelance writer and ed itor now living in Niskayuna,
N.Y., is scheduled to have her second book, Green-Eyed Ghost ,
published by Avon in October 1997.

My Soul Purpose: Living, Learning, and Healing, by Heidi
von Beltz with Peter Cop land, '79 (Random House), is the
first-person account of von Beltz' physical and psychological recovery from a 1980 accident after which she was paralyzed from the neck down. Peter Copland, managing editor for Scripps Howard News Service in Washington,
D.C., has also co-authored She Went to War, with Rhonda Corum,
a Gulf War POW, and The Science of Desire: The Search for the Gay Gene and
the Biology of Behavior , with Dean Hamer, both chosen as "Notab le Books of
the Year" by the New York Times Book Review.
Bruce Seymour, '68, is author of a 1996 biography, Lola Montez, A Life,
published by Yale University Press. Seymour is a lawyer and independent
scholar whose unprecedented winnings of $306,000 on the television game
shows Jeopardy! and Super Jeopardy! in 1988 and 1990 enabled him to spend
several years pursuing the story of nineteenth-century adventuress Lola
Montez (nee Eliza G ilbert ). He also is co-editor of a German collection of the
correspondence between Montez and King Ludwig I of Bavaria.
received the Ph.D. in urban education from
the U niversity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee in
May 1996.
Ned Sahar, New Berlin, is an assistant attorney general in the W isconsin Department of
Justice. He prev iously served as director of its
Milwaukee office.
GeorgeS. Swope, Jr., is head of O ak Hill
Schoo l in Eugene, O regon.

and New England W omen in Business
Advocate of the Year by the U. S. Small
Business Administration . Mary's accomplishments include securing a $500,000 grant fro m
the U .S. Department of Human Services to
develop horne-based business opportunities
for low- income Centra l Vermont women .

25th R eunion, June 2000
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Kathy Greene Ball, Auro ra, Illinois,
returned to chool full-time and has fulfil led
the requirements for the certificate of
achievement in computer programm ing.
Priscilla Campbell Brown, Chicago, Illinois,
is a freelance write r specializing in health related ubj ects and edi to r of Physician
Relations Update, a monthly newsletter published by American Health Consultants. She
and her husband, N elson, a lawyer, have a
daughter, Caroline.
Susanne Fusso, Middletown, Connecticut, i
associate profe sor of Ru sian at W e leyan
Un iversity.
Chris Lawrence, T aipe i, T aiwan, is a consul tant fo r C hang and Lawrence in T aiwan.
Richard Lawrence, Budapest, Hungary, i
regional financial controller for the Agency
for International D veloprnent, oversee ing
accounting operati ons for eleven countries.
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Sharon Lamb, Shelburne, Vermont, is an
associate professor of psychology at Sa int
Michael's Co llege, Colchester, Vermont. A
specialist in the field of sexual abuse and victimization and the development of morality
in young children , she recently published a
book with Harvard U niversity Press ca ll ed

The Trouble with Blame: Victims, Perpetrators,
and Responsibility.
20th Reunion, ] une 20-22, 1997

20th Reunion, June 2000
Ruth L. Steiner, G aine ville, Florida,
received the Ph.D. in urban and regional
planning from the University of California at
Berkeley and is now an a sistant professo r at
the University of Florida.

20th Reunion, June 2000
25th Reunion, June 1998

25th Reunion, June 1999
Mary R. Niebling, Plainfield, Vermont,
director of community economic development for the Central Vermont Community
Action Council, has been named Vermont

20th Reunion, June 2000
Mark V. Kwasny, '81, W esterville, O hio, a
member of the history faculty at O hio tate
Univer ity, is the author of Washington's
Partisan War 1775-1783 , recently published
by Kent State U niversi ty Press.

Charles C.
Lobeck, '77, of
Mequon, Wis.,
executive vice
president and
chief executive
officer of St.
Mary's Hospital Milwaukee and
Sacred Heart Rehabilitation
Institute, has been elected a
director of Milwaukee C atholic
Home, Inc. Being responsible for
the direct management of two
health-care facilities, he will lend
helpful expertise as Milwaukee
Catholic Home constructs a new
122-bed skilled nursing facility
scheduled to open in the fall of
1997. In addition to his Lawrence
B.A., he also earned a master's
degree in management at
Northwestern University.
15th Reunion, June 1998
David D. Blowers, Lake Forest, Illinois, has
been named a senior v ice pre ident at the
Northern Trust Company, C hicago. He
serves a head of the C hicago Division in the
Large Corporate C lient G ro up, with responsibility for the bank's core banking and trust
relationships in the metropolitan C hicago
market.
Brian R. Garves, Detro it, Michigan, is one
of six founding partner of the new law firm
Wi ll marth & T anoury.
Linda Ericson Hill, Portland, O regon,
rece ived a master's degree from O regon State
U ni versity in 1996. She is director of education for the Friends ofT ryon C reek State
Park.

15th Reunion, June 1998
Rob Frazier, Ada, Michigan, i a district
retail executive for Hallmark Cards, Inc.
Paul McComas, Evanston, lllinoi , received
a Distinguished Service Award from the
National Mental Health Association's
Evanston chapter. He serve on the chapter's
board of directors and heads it youth outreach programs.

15th Reunion, June 1998
Joni J. Johnson, Las C ruces, New Mex ico, is
a consultant/research scientist for the

University of Wisconsin-Madison . Her husband , T om Harrison, is a postdoctoral
researcher at New Mex ico State Uni versity.
Stacey Schmeidel, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania,
is director of public relations at G ettysburg
Co llege.
Joe Como and Kurt Rommelfaenger,
W aukesha, co-own a graphic design business,
Nth Power Publishers, Inc., which had its
grand opening in May 1996.
Jeffrey VanderWilt, Middleton, rece ived the
Ph.D. in liturgical theo logy from the
Uni versity of Notre Dame in August 1996.
He is presently employed as musician and
litu rgist by the monastery of Saint Benedict
Center in Madison.

15th Reunion, June 2001

15th Reunion, June 2001
Julie A. Bleasdale, Portage, Indiana, is an
editor for the National As ociation of
Rea ltors in Chicago.
Brian G. Pert!, Bothell, Was hington, is
audio acq ui itions manager at Microsoft.

Julie Horst, ew O rleans, Louisiana, is completing an M.B.A. program at Tulane
University and expects to graduate in May.
Peter G. Kelly, Belmont, Massachusetts, i
th e director of graduate admissions at Boston
University.

lOth Reunion, June 1998
Louis and Margaret Bernsten ('89) Boldt,
Norman, Oklahoma, are doctoral candidates
at the University of Oklahoma, Loui in geology and Margaret in business administrati on.
Gary Houston, C hicago, lll inois, completed
eight years in th e N avy as a nuclear electrical
engineering technician on board the Trident
submarine USS Alaska out of Seattle,
W a hington. He now works at Lucent
T echnologies and is completing a computer
engineering deg ree at the University of
Illinois at C hicago.
Margaret Pasko-Urbanowicz, Osseo, i
teaching panish in the Black River Falls
schoo l district.

1Oth Reunion, June 1999
Jim and Beth Berryman Arps are living in
San Antonio, T exas, where Jim is a research
scient ist at outhwe t Research Institute.
Aaron Bloedorn, Annandale, Virginia, i an
environmental analyst for Designers
Planner , Inc., in Arlington.
Cynthia Boyd, St. John's, Newfoundland, is
a freelance folklori t, re earcher, and writer.
Bill Briesemeister, San Mateo, alifornia, is
an area sa les manager for the Oakland A's.

Elizabeth Burstein, A rlington, Virginia, is
the assistant collections manager in the
Division of the Hi tory of T echnology at the
Smithsonian Institution- ational Museum of
A merican History in W ashington, D.C.
Kelly Carroll, St. Louis Park, Minnesota, is
an operations analyst fo r the department
tore division of Dayton-Hudson
Corporation .
Mikel Gratch Carter, O ro Valley, Ari zona, is
very involved in the local Mothers of Twins
C lub-hers are named Nicholas and Caleband attended the national convention in Las
Vegas.
Clara Connell, Jackson, Louisiana, is a psychological associate at the Feliciana Forensic
Facility, lead ing therapy groups and administering psychological testing.
Bill Cooper, Fort Wright, Kentucky, is an
internal-medicine res ident at the Un iversity
of C incinnati Hosp ital.
Kristine Klauke Day, Brooklyn, N ew York,
has been promoted to ass istant managing editor of RILM , an academic journal published
at the Graduate Center of the City
U ni versity of New York. She also teaches at

Rick Davis,
'80, is artistic
director of the
Theater of
the First
Amendment
(TFA) at the
Institute of the Arts of George
Mason University in Fairfax, Va.
Now in its seventh season, TFA
presents new plays by contemporary writers performed by professional actors, directors, and
designers. Heading this year's
offerings was the September
world premiere of "Sweet Ike," a
new play written by Professor
Frederick Gaines of the
Lawrence theatre and drama
department, and directed by
Davis. Members of the Lawrence
Club of Wa hington, D.C./
Baltimore were invited to a performance on September 13 that
was preceded by a reception with
the playwright and the director.

University of New York. She also teaches at
Baruch Co llege.
Patricia Dooley, St. Paul, Minnesota, is a
prod uct manager for MLT , Inc. , in
Mirmetonka.
Susan Yuhasz Duff, Aurora, Colorado, and
Tim Duff, '88, are excited abo ut the purchase of their first home. Susan works in the
publisher returns department of T attered
Cover Book Store in Denver.
Siri Engberg, Minneapolis, Minnesota, is an
assistant curator at the Walker Art Center.
David Faber, Downers Grove, Illinois, is a
business consultant fo r Kraft Food .
Kirsten Ferguson, Davenport, Iowa, at last
report was a student at the Palmer College of
hiropractic and looking forward to graduation in October 1996.
Michael Fitzsimons, Seattle, W a hington, is
an associate attorney with the firm of Barokas
and Martin.
Dave Fries, Kimberly, is a hydroge logist
at OMNNI Associates, engineering, architectural, and environmental consu ltants in
Appleton.
Michael Gee, Racine, is a design engineer at
Twin Disc, Inc.
Rebecca Gilbert-Hills , Grantville,
Pennsylvania, is an interna l medicine reside nt at Hershey Medical Center.
Lisa Bouwer Hansen, St. Paul, Minnesota,
after a year clerking for the chief justice of
the Minnesota Supreme Court, now is an
attorney with Oppenheimer, Wolff, and
Donnelly. Her primary practice is environmental law.
Mary Holtz, Lexington, Kentucky, made a
presentation at the Society for euroscience
meeting in San Diego. She is a biological lab
technician at the Veterans Administration
Medical Center, Research Service, in
Lex ington.
Sonja Janson Holzman, Schaumburg,
Illinois, is an administrative assistant fo r
Prov ident Life and Accident.
Anne Clark Janisch, Greenfi eld, is a social
worker at the St. Vincent de Pau l Meal
Program in Milwaukee and is pursuing a master's in social work at the Un iversity of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
James Karst, Dunwoody, Georgia, reports
that he was a member of the Brookhaven
team that won the Atlanta Law n T ennis
Association A -4 Division. He works for
Arden Industries, developing inventory- management programs for corporate clients.
Michael Kloberdanz, Coralville, Iowa, is vice
president (Four Corners Division) of College
Prospects of America.
David Knapp, Iowa C ity, Iowa, is in the
M.B.A. program at the University of Iowa.
Alyse Kondrat, Lisle, Illinoi , is a middl eschoo l science teacher.
Jim Lahti, Brookline, Massachusetts, is a resident physician at Beth Israe l Hospital in
Boston.
Lori Brennan Lambert, Dallas, Georgia, i a

Corrine McLain
Campbell-Garner,
'87, is editor of IN
Green Bay, a new
consumer magazine for Green
Bay, Wis., that
debuted in January. She has served
previously as regional editor for
Sassy magazine, has contributed
articles to other publications uch as
Palm Springs Life magazine and the
Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel, and was
a 1993 recipient of the Wisconsin
Newspaper Association Award for
excellence in feature writing. Most
recently she was an editor of The

Lombardi Leader's Monday Morning
Quarterback, a sports-oriented publication dedicated to coverage of the
Green Bay Packers.
second -grad teacher at Mission Road
Elementary Schoo l.
Alicia Lancaster, Evanston, Illinois, continues to compose mu ic and study piano when
she is not working at NBD Bank.
Barbara Lorn, La Jolla, Ca liforn ia, is a postdoctora l fe llow in the Department of Biology
at the Un iversity of California-San Diego,
after complet ing the Ph.D. in neuro cience at
orthwestern Univers ity.
Philip McCabe is assistant manager of RentA-Center in Sheboygan.
Daniel McCully, Peoria, Illinois, is an intern
archit ct at LZT Associates.
Kelly McKane, Reston, Virginia, i a systems
analyst/team leader for ICMA Retirement
Corporation in W ashington , D.C.
Patrick Moore, C hicago, Illinois, is a cost
accountant for A lberto C ulver, Inc. He also
has "spent t ime performing for A IDS benefit
fund-ra i ers."
Tiffany Mullen, Down ers Grove, lllinois, is a
medical student who has been doing research
in multiple sclerosis and immunology.
Mike N esnidal, Mad ison, is a research assistant/graduate student at the University of
Wisconsin -Madison. "I recentl y made my
professional hockey debut as a goaltender for
the Mad ison Monsters of the Colonial
Hockey League," he says. He and wife R enee
Lemke, '92, are both nearing completion of
their Ph.D.s.
P eter Neubert, Oak Park, Illinois, says,
"Recently became violist with the Ad Hoc
String Quartet, an established chamber music

group in Evan ton. Looking forward to a
fourth summ er teaching at the Blue Lake
Fine Art Camp in Michigan."
Ray Ostwald, South Elgin, Illinois,
completed the master of music degree at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison and now i
orchestra director at Elgin High School and
conductor of the Elgin Area Youth Orchestra
and West Suburban Youth Orchestra.
Todd Pankow, South St. Paul , Minnesota , i
a music teacher at Bethany Academy.
Stacey Paulsen, Plattev ille, took a leave of
absence as Span i h teacher at O ak C reek
W est Middle School to pursue a master' in
counselor education at the Un iversity of
Wisconsin- Plattevi lie.
Joel Reese, Evanston , Illinois, is pursuing a
career a a free lance writer. His master's thesis, abo ut former Da lla Cowboy Golden
Richards, was publi hed in the December '95
issue of Texas Monthly. The article, titled
"Down and O ut," also was included in
Houghton Mifflin's anthology, The Best

American Sports Writing of 1996.
Soozung Sa, W automa, is yo uth director at
Grace United Methodist C hurch and assistant site director at Lake Lucerne Center.
Sandy Saltzstein, Studio C ity, California,
works for Universal Studios in Hollywood.
Dana Schaefer, Gig Harbor, W ashington, is
a flight attendant with Northwest Airlines.
Bryan Schultz, C incinnati, O hi o, i a graduate teaching ass istant at the U niversity of
Cincinnati .
Lisa Marr Spangenberg, Milwaukee, is the
music director for Parkl awn Assembly of God
Church.
Alex Stegemann, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
has an M.A. in special education/early childhood deve lopment.
Cynthia Moeller Stiehl, Appleton, has sung
in many musical performances since grad uation, mostly for benefits. She is a member of
fi ve differe nt boards of trustees, including
Lawrence U niversity's.
Susan Temple, C hicago, Illinois, has completed her master's in pub lic administration.
She is the lllinoi AIDS Hotline coordinator.
David Walker, Kalispell, Montana, is a realtor.
Eli Wallace, Mad ison, ew Jersey, is a
research scientist at C iba Pharmaceuticals.
Therese A. Weber is a hea lth-care systems
consultant for Shared Medica l Systems
(SMS) Corporation in Rolling Meadows,
Illinois.

lOth Reunion, June 2000
Jennie Southworth, Bou lder, Colorado , is
working in the human resources department
at Info rmed Access Systems.

lOth Reunion, June 2001
Lynn Jodeit Ouellette, Syracuse, New York,
is a grad uate assistant in special education at
Syracuse Univer ity.

Kim Frederick Schrum, Maryville,
T ennessee, is ass istant professor of chemistry
at Maryville College in eastern T ennessee.

lOth Reunion, June 2002
Jennifer Krewson Hoyer, Norfolk, Virgi nia,
grad uated fro m the Med ica l College of
Wisconsin in May and is serv ing a pediatrics
residency at the Eastern Virginia School of
Med icine.
Laura Krause Koerber, C leveland, is teaching flute, clarinet, and saxophone at home
while her husband, Jim, operates the fa mily
dairy farm. They are raising four children,
includ ing twins, N icholas and Daniel.
Judith Hayes Nugent, W aukegan, lllinois,
is an English teacher at Loyola Academy.
She holds the master's degree in secondary
education.
Mark Scheffler, Menasha, is an investment
officer for Robert W. Baird & Company, Inc. ,
in App leton.

5th Reunion, June 1999
Donald Babcock, Grand Rapids, Michigan ,
received the master of music degree from the
U niversity of Minnesota in 1994 and now is
a freelance musician.
Leslie Balkansky, Burke, Virgin ia, is a
concierge/team leader at Cap itol Concierge,
W ashington, D.C., and a member of the
W ashington A rea Concierge Association.
Mark Bergman, App leton, is a financial consultant for Equitable Life Assurance Society
of the United States.
Ognyan Beremski, Ch icago , lllinois, is an
assistant district manager with Educational
A ids Publishing Company.
Elizabeth Blahnik-Kuhn, App leton , teaches
history at Wrightstown High School. She
also coaches basketball and track and is the
environmental club adv iser.
Donna Brister, Minneapo lis, Minnesota, is
volunteering at the Hennepin History
Museum.
Karen Bruno, Menasha, is director of choral
music at Oshkosh W est High Schoo l.
Heather Carlisle, Bainbridge Island ,
W as hington, a field biologist/ornithologist,
spent four months in Cuba stud ying hab itat
use by wintering migrants and res ident birds,
in addition to fi eld work in Hawaii, eastern
W ashington , and the Whitefish Point Bird
Observatory in Michigan.
Kristen H. Desmarais, Hickory Corners,
M ichigan , is a graduate student at Michigan
State University.
Joel Dillingham is a grad uate student in
environmental management and ad ministration at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
Patty Ellis, Gurnee, lllinois, is a student at
Fitch University of Health Sciences, The
C hicago Medical School.
Anissa Schneider Emery, Milwaukee, is a
veterinary assistant at Parkland Plaza

Veterinary C linic in New Berlin.
Corday Feith, C hesterfield, Missouri, is
attend ing Logan College of C hiropractic.
Jennifer Friedman, Bismarck, North Dakota,
rece ived her M. A. in library science in May
1995 and now works for the State Library of
North Dakota as a reference/cata loging
librarian.
Jon Greene, W as hington , D.C., is account
executive at TMP W orldwide Advertising.
Dave Guritz, Elgin, Illinois, is pursuing his
master's degree in environmental management and is manager of conservation education at Max McGraw Wildlife Foundation.
Mike Handke, W ebster Grove , Missouri, is
a Ph.D. candidate in the Department of
Earth and Planetary Sciences at W ashington
University in St. Louis.
Carol Harper, Denver, Colorado, is an attorney with the firm of Sherman & Howard.
Pamela M. Heck, St. Louis, Mis ouri,
received the master of soc ial work degree
fro m W ashington University and is a child
and adolescent therapist at St. Elizabeth
Medica l Center in Gran ite City, lllinois.
Stephanie Hernandez, Hollywood , Florida, is
programming coordinator for Galaxy Latin
America in Fort Lauderdale.
Barbara Huss, Madi on, is working for the
consultant firm of Stephan & Brady.
Rashne Jehangir, St. Paul, Minnesota, has
comp leted an M.A. in counseling and is a
counselor/adviser in the TRIO program at
the University of Minnesota. TRIO prov ides
adv ising /co unseling serv ices to low- income,
first generation tudents and students with
disab ilities.
Stephen Johnson, Setauket, New York, is a
Ph.D. candidate in nuclear physics at SUNY
Stony Brook.
Eric N. Jurgens, Springfield, Illinois, is a
field and technical ass istan t at the Illinois
State Museum.
Lili Kim, Rochester, ew York, is a Ph.D.
candidate in history at the Un iversity of
Rochester.
Peter Kimball, Milwaukee, is a law student at
Marquette University, plann ing to concentrate on environmental and contract law.
William Lavelle is stud ying in Dublin,
Ireland.
Karen A. Lemke, G reeley, Colorado, is a
grad uate teaching ass istant at the Un iversity
of Northern Colorado, while work ing on a
master's in English.
Seth Lindenfelser, Greenfield, is an
environmental ed ucator at YMCA Camp
Manito-w ish.
Mark Lodes, W aukesha, at last report, was
nearing the end of his studies at the Med ica l
College of Wiscons in.
Jill Lover, Los Angeles, Ca liforni a, is hav ing
a great time auditioning for movie roles.
Jane E. McMenamy, Gresham, Oregon, is
winning corporate awards as an investment
coord inator for Bank of America. She also is
Portland Pan hellenic vice-pres ident in charge

of an annual fa hion show to benefit
Rosemont School for G irls.
Noel Miles, Denver, Colorado, is a graduate
student in counseling psychology at the
University of Colorado, Denver.
Gabriela Mondino, Appleton, rece ived the
master of international management degree
from The American Graduate School of
International Management, Phoenix,
Arizona, and is now a marketing a sistant at
Kimberly-Clark.
Heather Northway, Evanston, lllinois, is a
naturalist at Heller Nature Center and also
serves part-time as a crisis- line worker on a
hotline for battered women.
Jim O'Brien, Palatine, Illinois, is a prod uct
manager at Medline Industries.
Reed Parker, Aurora, Colorado, is a technica l recruiter at KCM Computer Consu lting
and also volunteers as a big brother.
Andrew Ricci, Co llegevi lle, Minnesota, will
be ordained a priest in the Roman Catholic
C hurch in the spring of 1997.
Jose Luis Rodriguez-Jimenez, T okyo, ]a pan,
is a Spanish and English teacher and translato r for T ozai Bunka Centre.
Rustam Roy, London, United Kingdom, is in
law school at the London Schoo l of
Economics.
Joaquin Salas, W aupun, is a lieutenant,
intelligence officer, in the United States
Marine Corps.
Beth Ravich Smith, Eagan, Minnesota, is
the lead teacher in a treatment faci lity for
pregnant and parenting adolescents in St.
Paul.
Elizabeth Snodgrass, Brooklyn, New York,
received her master of music degree in piano
performance fro m the Peabody Institute in
May 1995 and now is operations assistant for
the American Composers O rchestra.
Jeff Stageberg, W auwatosa, is a student at
the Medical College of Wisconsin.
Dinesh Stanislaus, Portland, Oregon, is a
graduate student at the Oregon Regional
Primate Research Center of Oregon Hea lth
Sciences Univers ity.
Qi Sun, Cambridge, Massachusetts, is a registered account representative for Metlife in
Boston.
Kelly Swett, Milwaukee, grad uated from the
master's program in art history at the
Un iversity of Massachusetts at Amherst.
Krista Tomter, Maplewood, Minnesota, is an
account executive for Sp irit By Logan, working from a home office.
Jeff and Stacey Woldt Jacobson are living in
Hubert, North Carolina. Stacey is attending
graduate school, and Jeff is a Marine first
lieutenant at Camp Lejeune.
Kurtiss Wolf, Milwaukee, is an analyst at
Andersen Consu lting.
Linda Chan Wong, Iowa City, Iowa, is a
graduate student at the U niversity of Iowa,
pursuing a Ph.D. in economics.
Elizabeth Worzalla, Milwaukee, is environmenta l-education coordinator for the non-

At her May 11
wedding, Allison
DeZurik-Otto ,
'94, poses with
her bridesmaids ,
Leigh Newland,
'92 (left) , Rhea
Fiedler, '94, and
Beth Ravich
Smith , '93.

profit organization Keep G reater Milwaukee
Beautifu l.
William Zoellner, Urbana, Illinois, is in law
school at the Un iversity of Illinois.

5th Reunion, June 1999
Kendra Boettcher, Glen Burnie, Maryland, is
a member of the U.S. Army Field Service
Band, which tours for four months each year.
She completed the master's degree in flute
performance at the Univer ity of N orth
T exas in May 1996.
Karen Ann de Vries, Peoria, Illinois, is a
ana lyst for A ndersen Consu lting.
Kristin Gribble, Provincetown,
Mas achusetts, is the Provincetown Harbor
water-quality monitoring program as istant
for the Center for Coastal Stud ies.
Jennifer Jenkins, Evanston, Illinois, is in
the Ph.D. program in musicology at Northwestern Univers ity.
Jennifer Lozada, C hilton, is a graphi c
designer at Howard Johnson & Company.
Heather M. Peterson, Plymouth, Minnesota,
completed her training at Music T ech in
Minneapolis. She sings full-time with a local
band and runs an event band with whom she
recently headlined an outdoor event of 7,000
peop le.
Garrett Smith, Eagan, Minnesota, is a restaurant manager.

5th Reunion, June 1999
Anne Coventry, Williamsburg, Virgini a, is a
law student at the College of William and
Mary, and her husband , Shane Walter, is a
sports r porter for the Virginia Gazette .
Margaret Davis Babcock, Grand Rapids,
Michigan, is band and choir director at
Forest Hills Central Middle School.
Amy Ortenberg, C leveland, Ohio, is a law
student at Case Western Reserve University.
Steve Teget, Greenville, Mississ ippi, is in the
Mi sissippi T eacher Corps, a master's- level
program in education, and is teaching at-risk
students at T.L. Weston High School in
Greenville.

Members of the Class of 1983 gathered at the reception following] ody
Koteski and Wayne Recl<.ard' s September 7 wedding at Bjorklunden included
(from left) : Wendy Hansen, Pam Paulsen , Kristen Stokes Paulsen , ]ody
Koteski Reci<.ard, Dianne Bowe, and Anne Taylor Persaud.

5th Reunion, June 2002
Agnes Hadhazy, Minneapolis, Minnesota, is
a systems ana lyst at Deloitte & T ouche
Consu lting Group.
Heather Tansey, Edina, Minnesota, is a
claims associate at Berkley Risk Serv ices.

Lawrence T oday will accept fo r publication
photographs of alumni weddings in which a
sizable group of Lawrence participants
appears and the individual are identified by
name and clas year. Publication of wedd ing
photos is subj ect to the ava ilability of space
and to the quality of the ph otograph.
Photographs will be retu rned on request.

Joan Wooldridge, M-D '51, and Braxton
Patterson, October 3, 1996.

Steven G. Hall, '72, and Karen Scott,
September 24, 1995.
Anne Frenchick, '73, and Theodore
Thompson, September 21, 1996.
Christina Solstad, '75, and Thomas J.
Halley, October 19, 1996.
Scott W. Kauma, '78, and Eileen M. Segreti ,
April 1996.

Christopher LeSueur, '80, and laudia
Coffee, September 7, 1996.
C hristine Kozlowski and Paul McComas,
'83, October 5, 1996.
Jean-Piero Sgriccia and Rebecca Latorraca,
'84, October 19, 1996.
John Stanton, '85, and Monique Deul,
August 17, 1996.
Lisa Kanitz, '87, and Rand y Roskom, Augu t
17, 1996.
Scott Mueller and Ann M. Mastinson, '87,
Aprill3 , 1996.
Barbara Reed and Terry J. Hietpas, '88, July
12, 1996.
Christine I. Stuckslager, '88, and Ralph
Scherer, July 24, 1996.

David Worley, '88, and Jane Hill, October
26, 1996.
Kelly McKane, '89, and G illes A. Raynaud,
August 17, 1996.

Kelly Bunte, '90, and C hris Holden, August
5, 1996.
Walter E. Cartin, '90, and Marc ia Perez,
February 15 , 1996.
Cynthia Campuzano, '90, and Edward
Zellem, Jan uary 20, 1996.
Anna K. Lindstrom, '90, and Fred S.
Defenaugh, June 15, 1996.
Paula K. MacGregor, '90, and Scott W.
McCosh, Jul y 6, 1996.
Deborah and David Meisel, '90, September
28, 1996.
Christopher Stippich and Wendalee A.
Wymer, both '90, May 13, 1996.
David Wilk, '90, and Lynn M. Casey,
October 12, 1996.
Shelly and John Aaholm, '91, July 20, 1996.
Melinda Dloogoff, '91, and Todd
Armstrong, October 6, 1996.
Rosemary Kelly, '91, and David Neal,
October 12, 1996.
Kacy Kleinhans, '91, and Karen Flanagan,
September 1, 1996.
Laurie Miller, '91, and Marty Skyrman,
August 8, 1996.
Kevin Sn ider and Tina Volesky, '91,
October 29, 1994.
Kristin A. Baum, '91, and Jeffrey Wiggins,
'93, June 22, 1996.
Theresa M. Lowe, '91, and Reed Rossback,
'93, August 19, 1995.
Mark Scheffler, '91, and Karen L. Bruno,
'94, June 1996.
Kathryn C. Ahern, '92, and Gregory
Walton, '93, October, 1995.
Todd Dembroski, '92, and Heather Hill,
'93, ovember 30, 1996.
Katherine Holme and Joshua Chassman,
'92, November 29, 1996.
William A. Grierson, '92, and Rob in Weiss,
August 10, 1996.
Mike Emery, '92, and Anissa Schneider,
'93, Ju ly 8, 1995.
A. Mark Hengerer, '92, and Robin B.
Tarleton, '94, August 17 , 1996.

Lynn Crissman and
Christopher
Guenther, '96, Ju ly
26, 1996.

Lawrentians at the October 5 wedding of
Paul McComas, '83, and Christine
Kozlowski in Shelton , Conn., were (from
Left): Ben Neumann , '84, Laurence
Minsky, '84 , Lee Salawitch, '85, the bride ,
the groom , Mike Winkler, '82, and Kim
Hah, '83 .
Martin W. Hill, '92, and Susannah
Michael, '95, October 5, 1996.
Donald Babcock, '93, and Margaret Davis,
'95, December 30, 1995.
Raj esh Bhatia and Heather Minniear, both
'93 , October 28, 1995.
Laura Heuser and Peter Kimball, both '93,
August 10, 1996.
Jeff Jacobson and Stacey Woldt, both '93,
Ju ly 1, 1995.
Karen Lemke, '93, and Steven] . Bates, July
20, 1996.
Amy Pottner and Mark W. Lodes, '93,
December 29, 1996.
Stephanie Furlong and Nathan Olstad, '93,
August 17, 1996.
Beth Ravich, '93, and Garrett Smith, '94,
December 17 , 1995.
Alison Strong, '93, and John Zak, December
28, 1996.
Christine Weigel and Matthew Horn, both
'93 , June 3, 1995.
Charles Zhoucheng Zheng, '93 , and Amber
Y. Cheng, '94, Ju ly 19, 1996.
Greta Laux, '93, and Stephen Spellman,
'94, June 29, 1996.
Georgine and Stephen Koessl, '94, August
6, 1996.
Heather V. Rezin, '94, and Timothy P.
McKellips, '96, September 14, 1996.
Rebecca Marsh, '95, and Stephen Redmann,
ovember 2, 1996.
Michael W. Slater, '95, and Heather Mick,
July 20, 1996.
Ana Villarreal, '95, and Jiri Tomek, '96,
June 15, 1996.
Aaron Canty, '95, and Karen Wucker, '97,
August 10, 1996.
Peter Martens and Nicole Huibregtse, both
'96, July 27, 1996.
Brian Schmalz and Emily Wharton, both
'96, July 13, 1996.

Bonnie Morris, '72,
and Dean Holzman,
a daugh ter, Lilia.
Judith and Edward
G. Langer, '76, a
son, David
Friedrich, May 8,
1996.
Mark and Ametia Bridges Cieslewicz, both
'77, a son, Brian Mark, April 11, 1996.
Brent ('78 ) and Nina Pearce ('82) Erensel,
a daughter, E me, A ugust 5, 1996.
John and Julie Sasman Dixon, '79, a on,
Drew Eric, June 19, 1996.

Robert and Karen Zoerb Cohen, both '80, a
daughter, Arinna Karlin, June 4, 1996.
Allen C. and Pietra Gardetto Mueller, both
'80, a son, Peter C ronin, December 21, 1995.
Gregory and Stephanie Gineris Rothstein,
'80, a daughter, Leah Yvonne, July 12, 1996.
James ('81) and Ellen Kloehn ('83 ) Bruno,
a daughter, Katherine, February 17, 1996.
Matthew and Melinda Curry Douglass, '81 ,
a on, Samuel, August 22, 1996.
Den ise and Ross Daniels, '82, a on, Ethan
Matthew, July 26, 1996.
Jay and Wendy Weekley H esby, '82, a
da ughter, Joann C lark, Ju ly 8, 1996.
Alli son and Christian Johnson, '82, a son,
T yler Reid, April l3, 1996.
John and Ann Jacobsen Murray, '82, a son,
Sean Michae l, June 4, 1996.
Laurence and Anne Dyrud Clark, both '83,
a son, Benj amin Garfield, January 16, 1996.
Teresa and Joe Como, both '84, a daughter,
Angela Marie, May 10, 1995.
Scott and Lisa Morris Kee, '84, twin ,
harlie and Elizabeth, summer of 1994.
C lark and Donna Perille Stalker, '84, a son,
Cameron James, A ugust 20, 1996.
Kimberly and Robert Willis, '84, a son,
Hunter A llen, February 25, 1996.
Todd ('85) and Elizabeth Coyle ('84)
Schmitter, a daughter, Caro line, March 22,
1996.
Michael and Jill La Count Rudolph , '85, a
da ughter, Jenna ]ill, ovember 3, 1996.
Liz and Steve Anderson, '86, a son, Alex,
February 15 , 1996.
William and Catherine Anderson Gregg,
'86, a son, Wil liam Robert, June 5, 1996.
Rudo lf and Leila Ramagopal Haken, '87, a
da ughter, Sofia, November 7, 1995.
Connie and William R. Johnson, '87, a
daughter, Hanna Jean, December 26, 1995.
Roger and Susan Beauchamp Johnson, '87,
a daughter, Hannah Grace, April11 , 1996.
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Gwen and Mark Sachs, '87, a daughter,
A lyssa Marie, A ugust 17 , 1996.
Lewis Winkler, '87, and Barbara, a daughter, Christine Marie, August 28, 1996.
Peter ('89) and Lisa Shuster ('88) Sattler,
a son, Nathan iel Ryan, June 13, 1996.

Hart and Laura Sisola Gilchrist, '90, a son,
Sam uel Siso la, June 10, 1996.
T.J . and Kim Holland, '90, a son, John
A lfred, October 4, 1996.
Jamie and Heidi Weber-Wilke, '90, a daughter, Moran Elizabeth, June 23, 1996.
Nathan Nibbelink and Heidi EspenscheidNibbelink, both '91, a son, Adam North,
July 22, 1996.
Patrick and Patty Bortz Wagner, both '91,
a son, Benj amin Walter, June 16, 1996.
Steven Greenberg and Kristine A. Bingen,
'92, a daughter, C lair , February 2 7, 1996.
James and Laura Krause Koerber, '92, twin
sons, icholas and Daniel, April 1996.
Kimberly and Dave Guritz, '93, a daughter,
Rachel Sierra, December 18, 1995.

Mildred Hollman Smith, M-D '12, Green
Bay, August 9, 1996. Born in 1893, she was,
at the time of her death, the oldest living
alumna of Milwaukee-Downer College. A
life time resident of G reen Bay, she wa active
in the American Association of University
W omen and the League of Women Voters,
among other organizations. In 1940, when
the League needed a project, Mrs. Smith
swept soot and fly ash from her front porch
and took it to a meeting. Thus began her
close association with efforts to control air
po llution in what was then listed as one of
the three dirtiest citi es in the United States.
She served for many years on the Mayor'
Committee for a C leaner Green Bay, lobb ied
successfully for an air pollution control ordinance, played a significant role in G reen Bay
being twice named an A ll-American City,
and wa twice in vited to the White House
du ring Lady Bird Johnson's Keep America
Beautiful campaign. In 1966, she was honored by the Lawrence Un iversity A lu mn i
Association with its Distinguished
Ach ievement Award.
Pearl Faber Schaller, M-D '15, Mendota,
Illinois, May 11, 1996.
Klonda Lynn, C '17, Tucson, Arizona, June
28, 1996.
Florence Detienne Edwards, M-D ' 18,
Woodbury, Tennessee, January 22, 1996.
Anna Wishek Benson, '19, Newport Beach,
Cali fo rnia, March 3, 1996.

Marie Wachsmuth Geduldig, M-D '20, St.
Paul, Minnesota, September 24, 1996.

Mae Swartzlow Dunham, '22, G ranite Bay,
Ca lifornia, April 1, 1996.
Adah Cleland Peterson, '22, Bridgewater,
New Jersey, April 11, 1996. Survivors include
her sister, Catherine C leland Hansen, '26.
Helen Martinek Treutel, M-D '22,
Wisconsin Rapids, June 21, 1996.
Roy A. Bradberg, '23, Wausau, May 1,
1996.
Ralph M. Ruehlman, '23, Spokane,
Washington, June 7, 1996.
Irma Sengbusch Kuehn, M-D '24,
Oconomowoc, August 21, 1996.
Helen Ford Haskell, M-D '25, Catonsv ille,
Maryland, June 22, 1996. Survivors include
two sisters, Frances M. Ford, M-D '3 4, and
Florence Ford Dart, M-D '3 4, and a daughter,
Barbara Haskell Dyer, M-D '53.
Beatrice Toplon Helpern, '25, Chicago,
l,llinois, April 24, 1996.
Ruth Robinson Anspaugh, M-D '26,
Vi rdin, lllinois, July 20, 1996.
Laila Schee Kroeber, '26, Hartford , January
28, 1996.
Beulah Becker Seager, '26, Oshkosh,
August 14, 1996.
Marian Marsh Frey, '27, Morton Grove,
lllinois, May 22, 1996. Survivors include a
brother, Frederick W. Marsh, '22; a niece,
ancy Stowe, C '61; and a great-nephew,
Andrew M. Stowe, '87.
Ida Hansen Gentz, '27, Milwaukee, April S,
1996.
Alice Erickson Maronn, M-D '27, Elm
Grove, June 10, 1996.
Clarence R. Bennetts, '28, Eagle Harbor,
Michigan, April 27 , 1996.
Florence Bennett H endrickson, '28, San
Marcos, Ca lifornia, April 10, 1996.
Kathryn Coye Leach, M-D '28, Fort Worth,
T exas, September 24, 1995.
Amy Goult Lowry, '28, Ephraim, May 5,
1996. Survivors include a daughter, Nan
Lowry Du thie, '5 1, and a cousin, Charles S.
Larsen, '38.
Franklin Otis, '28, Waupun, Ju ly 21, 1996.
Harold V. Anderson, '29, Dublin, O hio,
May 28, 1996.
George R. Klein, C '29, Appleton, October
17, 1996.
Jemima Kerskamp Simester, '29, Cathed ral
C ity, Ca lifornia, Augu t 1, 1996.
Luella Erbe Evjen, C '30, Bradenton,
Florida, April 6, 1996.
Martha Weigt Ehlers, '31, Neenah, May 21,
1996.
Jeanette Gilbert, M-D '31, Hartland, June 4,
1996.
Elizabeth L. H elz, M-D '31, San Francisco,
Ca lifornia, Jul y 3 1, 1996.
Irene Ungrodt Leverenz, '31, Marshfield,
September 4, 1996.
Lyla Meetz De Breau, '32, Green Bay, June
23, 1996.
Marie Johnson Mohrbacher, '32, Brookfield ,

April16, 1996.
Dorothy Nagel Jensch, M-D '34, Bayfield,
October 21, 1996. Survivors include her husband, C lyde K. Jensch.
Evelyn Nelson Rounds, '34, Wausau.
Vilma Kathrine Tietjen, M-D '34, Plains,
Georgia.
Joan Young Bernhardt, '35, Fremont,
California, July 28, 1996.
Dorothy Senty Frey, '35, Whitehall,
February 5, 1995. Survivors include her sisters, Margaret Senty Klimek, '31, and Erma
Senty Capoot, '38.
Dorothy Gemme! Jennerjohn, '35, King,
August 27, 1996.
Jane Geittman Schmeichel, '35, Milwaukee,
September 12, 1996. Survivors include her
husband, Norman Schmeichel, '33.
Loretta Frick Pfefferle, '36, Appleton,
October 17, 1996.
Mary Hrubesky Ashenbrenner, '37,
Menasha, April 30, 1996.
Elton C. Beattie, '37, Menasha, June 14,
1996.
Edith Johnson Haase, '37, Berlin, August 1,
1996.
Roger Lyons, '37, Kaukauna, June 14, 1996.
Su rvivors include his wife, Mary C. Lyons.
Melvin W. Phillips, '37, Prescott, Arizona,
July 25 , 1996. Survivors include his wife,
Jean Phillips.
Helen Boettcher Blakely, '38, Lynwood,
Californ ia, May 5, 1996.
Marian Allen Hoffman, M-D '38, Meq uon,
April 4, 1996
Allen R. Solie, '38, Palo Alto, California,
April1 7, 1996
William Holmes, '39, Sa n Ramon,
California, December 27, 1994
Elizabeth Runge Schroeder, C '39,
Charlottesv ille, Virginia, July 19, 1996
June Foster Trapp, M-D '39, La Crosse,
April30, 1996

Jean French Price, M-D '40, St. Peter burg,
Florida, March 17 , 1996. Survivors include
two sisters, Ruth French Crispell, M-D '41,
and Barbara French Chase, M-D '38.
Austin F. Walter, '40, Corvallis, Oregon,
March 27, 1996.
Charles W. Gregory, Jr., '42, Deerfield,
Illinois, May 27, 1996.
Dorothy Reinke Patton, M-D '42,
Philade lphia, Pennsylvania, July 1, 1996.
James Sattizahn, Jr., '42, Los Alamos, New
Mexico, August 15, 1996.
Edward J. Hodson, '43, Milwaukee, June 14,
1996.
Jeannette Salzer Campbell, '44, La Crosse.
Richard A. Gaeth, '44, Bath, Maine, June 1,
1996. Survivors include his former spouse,
Maggie Rogers, '44.
Robert W. Barton, '45, Scottsdale, Arizona,
October 3, 1996.
Margaret Bauman Nickerson, '45, Kerrvi lle,
Texas, October 4, 1995.

H arvey E. Campbell, '46, Corpus Christi,
Texas, A ugust 27, 1995. Survivors include a
nephew, Francis B. Campbe ll, '74.
Peggy Cart Eide, M-D '46, Brunswick,
Maine, December 14, 1995.
Muriel Pester Jorn, M-D '46, G rayslake,
Illinois, October 4, 1996. Su rvivors includ e
her husband, Albert Jorn.
Sister Jean M. Derus, '47, Chicago, Illinois,
May 13, 1996.
Ralph E. Gilchrist, '47, Houston, Texas,
May 12, 1996.
Betty Kanouse Eastham, M-D '48,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, June 18, 1996.
William M. Sandeen, '48, Harris, Texas,
September 27, 1996.
Marguerite (Peggy) Derse Gould, M-D ' 49,
Milwaukee, April 10, 1996.
James M. Rossmeissl, '49, Appleton, June 8,
1996.
Joyce Towne Schroeder, '49, Hillsboro,
August 19, 1995.
Richard I. Thackray, '5 0, O klahoma C ity,
Oklahoma, May 29, 1996.
Lorraine Schwartzbeck Thor, M-D '50,
Liverpool, ew York, July 23, 1996.
Survivors include her husband, Robert Thor.
Bernice Jacobson Matthews, M-D '51,
Carbondale, Illinois, October 17, 1996.
Survivors include her husband, C. V.
Matthews, and two daughters, Ann Matthews
Schneider, '81, and Maria B. Matthews, '83.
Edna Pang Goo, M-D '52, Honolulu,
Hawaii, April, 1996.
Sidney C. Ward, '52, Winter Park, Florida,
February 6, 1996. Surv ivors include his wife,
Sarah Spencer Ward, '53; three brothers- inlaw, Richard L. Spencer, '45, C. Richard
Calkins, '42, and James B. Spencer, '48; three
sisters- in-law, Elisabeth Spencer Calkins, '42,
R. Gerald ine Kuehmsted Spencer, '40, and
Nancy Stillman Spencer, '48; a niece, Sarah
Calkins Degen, '71 ; and a nephew, Stuart
Spencer, '79.
Robert N. Strass, '53, Port Washington,
April1 9, 1996. Survivors include his wife,
Margaret N ielson Strass, '55; a daughter,
Anne Stra s Gustafson, '85; a son, David R.
Strass, '89; and a son- in-law, Daniel P.
G ustafson, '84.
Paula Brownstein Sedor, M-D, '54,
Chicago, lllinois, October 9, 1996.
Beverly Cram Reed, '55, H ixson, Texas.
Ranny (Frank E.) Hoehn, '56, Madison,
Wisconsin, April 18, 1996. Survivors include
his wife, Barbara Erickson Hoehn, '56.
Libby J. Goldston, '56, C leveland, Ohio.
Sheila Schwandt Smullen, C '57 , Dav isburg,
Michigan, January 31, 1995 . Survivors
include her husband, James J. Smullen, '56.

Rodney A. Rahn, C '6 1, Dousman, May 20,
1996.

Thomas R. Connell, '74, Sheboygan , June
25 , 1996.
Catherine Lyle Finnblade, C '76,
Timonium, Maryland, July 17, 1996.
Susan Sprosty Welhouse, '79, Sheboygan ,
April 1 , 1996. Survivors include her husband , Gereon J. W elhouse, '74.

Ellen Friedl, '82, W aterto wn, August 9,
1996.

Eugene Casselman, professor of music emeritus, Madi on, O ctober 18, 1996. A graduate
of Heidelberg College, he rece ived the bachelor of music degree in voice and choral
directing from W estminster C hoir College
and the master of music fro m the American
Conservatory of Music. After teaching at
Mary Baldwin Co llege, Colorado College,
and Gustav us Adolphus Co llege , he was
appointed chairman of the music department
and director of the choir at MilwaukeeDowner College in 1954.
Following the con olidation of MilwaukeeDowner and Lawrence in 1964, he joined the
faculty of the Conservatory of Music in
Appleton and served there until his retirement
in 1977. At commencement that year,
President Thomas S. Smith paid tribute to
Professor Casse lman's "career of dedicated service as a teacher of musicians, a choir conductor, and a scholar of music and architecture."
Bruce Cronmiller, profe sor of French emeritus, Menasha, ovember 11, 1996. A member of the Lawrence fac ulty for thirty-fi ve
years, he had been retired since 1988.
Cronmiller earned the B.A. , M.A., and Ph.D.
degrees from Yale University, emphasizing
eventeenth-century French history and
thought. He also did postgraduate study at
the Universite de Paris. Before joining the
Lawrence faculty in 1953, he taught at Yale,
Oberlin Co llege, and the Sorbonne.
"Here at Lawrence," sa id Professor of
G overnment Emeritus Mojmir Povo lny in a
eulogy, "those of us who had the plea ure of
being Bruce' colleagues for many years will
never fo rget, and the co llege will never forget, how much he did to cultivate the French
language and culture among our studentsand , 1 may say , among his friends as well. "
Survivors include his wife, Maty ; four daughters, one of whom is Elizabeth S. C ronmiller,
'94; two sons, one of whom is James A.
Cronmiller, '83; and five grandchildren.
William F. Read Ill, professor of geo logy
emeritus, Appleton, October 20, 1996. Born
in Villanova, Pennsylvania, he attended the
Haverford School and received his B.A. from
Harvard Uni versity and the doctorate fro m
the U niversity of C hicago. A member of
the Lawrence faculty fro m 1941, he was promoted to full professor in 1956 and was the
Philetus E. Sawyer Professor of Geology until

his retirement in 198 1.
Speaking at a memorial service, John
Palmquist, professor of geology emeritus, sa id ,
"Bill pioneered in what are now the accepted
models of sc ience education , namely 'handson ' do ing of science and undergrad uates
actively involved in research . Although Bill
was first and foremost a great teacher, he
enhanced his teaching by demonstrating,
thro ughout his life, the joys of pur uing
research ." An early member and former president of what is now the N ational Association
of Gco cience T eachers, he also was the first
editor of its Journal of Geological Education.
Survivors include two sons, two daughters,
and five grandchildren.
E. Graham Waring, professor of religion
emeritus, Appleton , July 1, 1996. W aring
joined the Lawrence faculty in 1951 afte r
serving as chaplain and assistant professor of
religion at the C larement Colleges in
California. He also had been minister of
Congregational churches in Pecaton ica and
W est C hicago, Illinois. A graduate of
Southern Methodist University, he earned
B.D. and Ph .D. degrees at the U niversity of
Chicago.
When W aring retired in 1987, Jack
Stanley, professor of re ligion, commented:
"Graham came to Lawrence from one of the
world's great theological institution - the
Uni ver ity of C hicago-at one of the great
moments in it history. For nine student generations, he shared those lofty ideas with
Lawrence students through patient teach ing
and with his colleagues through his insightfu l
scholarship. "
Survivors include his wife, Carobeth
W aring.

McGeorge Bundy, Boston, Massachusetts,
September 16, 1996. As national security
ad viser to Pres idents Kenn edy and Johnson
he played a key role in the Cuban missile cri sis, the Bay of Pigs invasion, and the buildup
in Vietnam. In 1990, Bundy taught and lectured at Lawrence as the first Stephen
Edward Scarff Distinguished Visiting
Profcs or.
Margaret Laing Leverenz, Sheboygan, July 3,
1996. Survivors include her husband, Robert
H. Leverenz, '40; a sister-in-law, Phyllis
Leverenz Younger, '48; a daughter, Ann
Leverenz Keckonen, '64; a son-in-law, Jon C.
Keckonen, '64; a niece, Martha Esch Schott,
'70; a granddaughter, Elizabeth Keckonen
Vahlsing, '91 ; and a great-niece , Sarah E.
Schott, '97.
Harriet S. Tippet, Appleton, July 24, 1996,
former librarian.

Lawrence University
Alumni Association
Elizabeth Sheridan Rammer, '84
President
Christopher M. Vernon, '67
Vice-President
Janice Daniels Quinlan, '74
Director of Alumni Relations
Kristin A. Wensing, '93
Assistant Director of Alumni Relations

Stephen L. Albrecht, '86
Lynn M. Azuma, '96
Phoebe Rowe Bachman, '85
Jonathan W. Bauer, '83
Gloria Grummel Bergman, M-D '61
Benjamin C. Campbell, '97
Cyndy Zimmerman Cowles, '84
Martha E. Freitag, '73
Phoebe J. Grant, '77
Patrick Grogan, '84
Lynn Semple Hagee, '58
Frank J. Hammer, Jr., '42
Jane Voss Holroyd, '61
Anne-Marie Jackelin, '97
Ann Leverenz Keckonen, '64
Kristen Olson Lahner, '73
Nancy Perkins Lindsay, M-D '54
Cathy J. Linn, '94
Elizabeth Wood MacDonald, '44
Julie A. Maru1ing, ' 78
Charles L. ewhall, '86
R. Paul ickell II, '97
Raymond J. Ramsey, '88
Alice C. Randolph, '97
James Spofford Reeve III, '95
Marian Kirkpatrick Torian, M-D '44
Susanna Fortney Walby, '58
Leslie Ann Bellows Weinberger, '78
Thomas P. Wick, '84

Lawrence T oday i published four times
during the academic year, September (fall) ,
December (President's Report), March
(spring), and June (summer) . The following
is the remaining class note deadline for 1997:
Fall issue, May 1, 1997.
(The Pres ident's Report, winter, does not
include clas notes.) Class notes not received
by the deadline indicated will be published
in a subsequ ent issue.

In the Lawrence U niversity publication Common Thread (Fall 1996), there is an incorrect
identifi cation of one of the members of the Milwaukee-Downer College fiftieth-ann iversary C lass of
1946, pi ctured on page thirteen . The person identified as Lois Addi ck Johnson, M-D '46 (fa r right in
the midd le row) is, in rea lity, Lura W ebert Wilcox , M-D '46. W e regret this erro r and extend our
apologies to both individuals. - Ed.

Dean of the
Conservatory Carl].
"Judge" Waterman
began directing
Lawrence choral
groups in 191 0;

begin~

ning in 19 30 he chose
a seventy~five~voice
traveling choir each
year. In 194 7 this
select group was
known as the
Lawrence College
Centennial Choir,
and it toured
Midwestern cities,
cut a record, and was
heard on radio, in
addition to performing
on campus. "With a

full complement of
men returned to
college after military
service," a college
publication noted,
"the choir is unusually
well~balanced

and

brilliant . . . and
promises to make
Lawrence's
centennial year an
unparalleled musical
success.

))

Lawrence University Presents

Week-long non-credit classes for adults on a 405-acre estate on Lake Michigan

Participants may choose one class each week

Credo: This I Believe
William Sloane Coffin, Jr.

The Twain Tradition
Robert Berner

C. G. Jung and the Interpretation
of Dreams
Jay R. Brickman
You Are What You Eat: Aspects
of the Chemistry of Food
David N. Harpp and Karen S. Harpp

Opera: The Royal Art
Erik Eriksson
Winemaker vs. Wine Drinker
Jack Vlossak

Play Better Bridge
Norma Hammerberg
Door County Archaeology
Peter N. Peregrine
Women in Film
Caroline R. Molina-Ray

The Forests and Their Shores
of Northeastern Door County
Charlotte and Roy Lukes
Viking-Age Mythology
Douglas "Dag" Rossman

Bogeymen of Lilliput-Or How
to Explore the Black Forest
Nicholas Maravolo
Literature at the Turn
of the Century
Patricia McGuinness

Lighthouses and Landscapes
of the Door Peninsula
Paul and Kathleen Regnier
Recent Great Books for Children
Joan Stidham Nist, '47

Drawing: The Nature and
landscape of Bjorklunden
Alice King Case

Drawing and Sketching:
A Sense of Place
Arthur Thrall
Earth Angels and Bad Boys: A Brief
Social History of Rock 'n' Roll
Mark Dintenfass

From the Courts to the Concert Hall
Mark Aamot
By Cross and Sword: History
of the American Southwest
Richard Hooverson

Bjorklunden Seminars
P.O. Box 10
Baileys Harbor, WI 54202
Telephone: 414-839-2216
Fax: 414-839-2688

Christopher F. Noble, assistant professor of mathematics , teaches in the Multidisciplinary Statistics Laboratory.

nteraction with fellow students and
with faculty members is a hallmark of
a Lawrence education. Today, as it has
for 150 years, Lawrence prides itself
on maintaining a low student~to~fac~
ulty ratio (11: 1) and actively promotes collaborative efforts between
faculty members and students. Annual support
of The Lawrence Fund by alumni, parents, and
friends of the college helps support faculty
salaries, which allows this close collaboration
to continue.
Lawrence's Multidisciplinary Statistics
Laboratory (pictured above) brings the differing perspectives of biology, economics, mathematics, and psychology to bear on the teaching
of statistics. This is just one of the many laboratories, stud ios, rehearsal halls, classrooms,
and offices where the business of learning takes

place. The Lawrence Fund provides operating
support of learning spaces that need test tubes,
paint brushes, sheet music, light bulbs, scholarships, and software.
As we celebrate Lawrence University's
sesquicentennial and complete the Lawrence
150 campaign, we should remember that the
quality liberal arts and music education that
Lawrence has offered for 150 years-and will
continue to offer into the next century-is
made possible by annua l support of The
Lawrence Fund by dedicated alumni, parents,
and friends.
For more information about supporting
The Lawrence Fund, please write or call:
Lawrence University Development Office
P.O. Box 599
Appleton, WI 54912-0599
414-832-6548 or 800-283-8320, ext. 6548
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